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Don’t  
Reinvent  

the Wheel
Canadian consumers want Canadian chicken.  

But, did you know that the Canadian chicken industry  
works to some of the highest international standards  

of animal welfare and food safety?

That’s not a phrase thrown around lightly – there are 
comprehensive, national programs which ensure this.

CHICKEN FARMERS DELIVER ON  
ANIMAL CARE AND FOOD SAFETY

Ask us – we’re here to help.

communications@chicken.ca

www.chicken.ca  |   www.chickenfarmers.ca

 @chickenfarmers  |  @theinsidecoop

 www.facebook.com/chickenfarmers

If you’ve ever been approached on issues of animal care or food safety, you’ll be 
familiar with the uncertainty, questions, and concerns that some approaches can raise. 

You don’t need to reinvent the wheel because Chicken Farmers of Canada has already done the heavy lifting to 
develop and implement mandatory Food Safety and Animal Care Programs that you can count on and defend. 

THE PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

• A national set of standards 
based on the Code of Practice 
to ensure consistency from 
coast to coast

• Annual audits, ensuring 
accountability from every farm

• Regulations making the 
program mandatory, ensuring 
participation and compliance 
by farmers

• A transparent system to ensure 
the whole industry is informed 
and involved

• Strict enforcement measures 
in place to offer additional 
assurance

• Support for the program from 
stakeholders, from gate to plate

• A commitment to continuous 
improvement and to evolve as 
we learn 

You can rely on these  
programs to meet your needs.

You can also rely on  
Chicken Farmers of Canada  
to support you.

Chicken Farmers of Canada is actively 
promoting the many positive attributes 
of the Canadian chicken industry, with 
the view of maintaining the trust of 
consumers by being transparent about  
industry practices. 

This is reflected in our strong traditional, 
digital and social marketing, and 
outreach to health professionals,  
core consumers and millennials. 

Chicken Farmers of Canada can help you 
by providing materials and references 
to answer your consumers’ concerns, 
from communications with farmers, to 
third-party experts, to special content 
addressing specific issues and more.

Animal care and food safety are just 
some of the assurances that come with 
the Raised by a Canadian Farmer brand. 
The mark, being actively marketed and 
supported by many retail and foodservice 
companies, shows consumers that 
Canadian chicken is a delicious and 
nutritious choice, and that it’s raised  
by farmers they can trust.
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With Amazon buying the 430 store Whole Foods chain
for $13.7 billion the world of e-commerce has just been
turned on its head! 
Or so you might think. 
Amazon has been investing in the grocery business for some time, starting with

Prime Now and then moving into AmazonFresh and Amazon Go. This purchase
clearly indicates that Amazon’s foray into grocery retailing has hit a ceiling and
that the massive online retailer realizes that to make any further inroads into this
market worth billions and billions of dollars it is necessary to be in the traditional
brick and mortar business: consumers simply do not want to buy fresh foods
online, with little exception.
But there is another way to look at this purchase. Amazon may in fact be

building the infrastructure and expanding its points of contact with consumers to
help bolster its online business further. Amazon realizes fresh food warehouse
needs do not fall under the warehouse network that the company has built. To be
a formidable player in the grocery industry, Amazon needs to build a cold chain
distribution network. 
Many see the purchase as a strategic move to counter Walmart’s recent incursions

into the online world, which the world’s largest retailer is taking very seriously
with the rollout of new click and collect locations. This move will allow Amazon to
offer additional fulfillment options such as buy online, pick up in-store or same
day delivery while fueling the company’s thirst for hyperlocal data about markets
and unique customers. 
It also shows the company wisely is not married to any one form of retailing…

it just wants to sell more product than any other retailer in whatever way it can.
In terms of the traditional grocery sector, Amazon will now bring to the game a

larger investment in technology with AI & Machine Learning that will allow them
to offer high levels of service, more
products and at prices lower than those
Whole Foods had become associated with.  

Frank Yeo,
Publisher & Editor

Amazon Purchase 
Tells the Real Story 
of Grocery Retail Today

publisher’s perspective

Robin Bradley

Associate Publisher &
National Account Manager

rbradley@mercurypublications.ca

Melanie Bayluk

Western Account 
Manager

mbayluk@mercurypublications.ca
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Amazon’s Whole
Foods Acquisition
is a Big Deal Indeed

Amazon’s $13.7 billion acquisition of Whole
Foods Market is a bombshell with potentially
massive reverberations for both food brands
and the world of brick-and-mortar retailing,
said branding and retail experts at CBX. 

“For starters, this acquisition promises to
shake up pricing, the ecommerce space, the
trajectory of retail automation in the United
States, and the already considerable compet-
itive pressures faced by existing food retail-
ers,” said Todd Maute, a partner at the New
York-based brand agency and retail environ-
ments consultancy. “When it comes to making
bold moves aimed at disruption, Amazon
never disappoints.” 

Amazon, Maute noted, has already dipped its
toe into brick-and-mortar retailing with the
likes of its Amazon Books bookstores and
ongoing experiments with small-format gro-
cery stores. Snapping up Whole Foods, howev-
er, marks its most serious commitment to date. 

“The possible effects on Whole Foods alone
are interesting to contemplate,” said Maute, a
nationally known expert on private label
products. “For example, the consumer per-
ception of Whole Foods is that it is overpriced.
But given its massive buying power, Amazon
could actually leverage its economies of scale
to bring down prices in the aggregate and
change this perception in ways that would
make Whole Foods a lot more competitive.” 

In terms of inventory and infrastructure,
Maute said,  acquiring  Whole Foods could give
Amazon  a solid foundation for ramping
up  online grocery sales and  delivery via Ama-
zon Fresh. “My guess is that Whole Foods will
become a launching pad for Fresh. But at a
minimum, this move could get Whole
Foods  into the online space much faster, in the-
ory, than any other retail competitor. That
would clearly have big ramifications for the
likes of Walmart, Kroger and Publix, all of which
are racing to develop their own capabilities for
online ordering and click-and-collect.”   

In addition, the holy grail of voice-assisted
ordering through the likes of Amazon Echo or
Google Home is to be in the customer’s
kitchen, Maute noted. “Now Amazon can give
its Prime Customers a lot of new options,” he
said. “They could get discounts on popular
Whole Foods products just by saying ‘Alexa,
order me some more Whole Foods 365 peanut
butter, organic, creamy.’ It’s a potentially big
step forward in this fast-growing  space.” 

Whole Foods’ brick-and-mortar real estate,
moreover, could potentially be of use to Ama-
zon as it seeks to grow its distribution capa-
bilities, Maute added. “This is real estate that
could be used for pickups, returns, warehous-
ing, you name it. And think about this: the
Amazon Go test store uses sensors, cameras
and machine intelligence to eliminate
cashiers and checkout lines. Now Amazon has
a national brick-and-mortar footprint with
which to rollout this game-changing technol-
ogy. It’s still speculation, of course, but this
acquisition could be a big first step toward the
automation of U.S. retailing.” 

Bakery Congress Had Record Breaking Participation 
The Baking Association of Canada’s Bakery Congress 2017 Trade Show and Confer-

ence, held April 23rd and 24th at Vancouver B.C., had more than 25 per cent increase in
show participation, a new benchmark! Some 2,200 baking and food industry personnel
participated in the two days of trade show and conference. Particularly encouraging was
that baker and food service category attendance has seen a huge increase of 35 per cent
from the last time the event was held in Vancouver. 

The show floor was sold out with baking industry products and services by Canadian
and U.S. companies representing domestic and international products and brands, how-
ever the show also had a good number of direct international exhibitors that included
companies from UK, Spain, Japan, France, China, UAE and South Africa. BAC is currently
planning the next event Bakery Showcase 2018, this will be a two day Trade Show & Con-
ference April 29th & 30th  at the International Centre, Toronto. 

For details, email Ahmed Mutaher at amutaher@baking.ca 

Sobeys Celebrates Generations of
Newcomers for Canada’s 150th 

Sobeys launched a new campaign that honours two important
birthdays: Canada’s 150 and Sobeys’ 110. The campaign includes new
and exclusive celebratory products, a retail experience, employee
activation and a brand marketing communication program.

Sobeys Inc. has a
long history of sup-
porting all genera-
tions of Canadians
through employ-
ment, collaboration
and celebration.
Through a unique
partnership with
the Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier 21 in Halifax, the Sobey Foundation has also
helped thousands of Canadians discover and share their immigration stories, making
them a permanent part of Canada’s history. 

NCA’s Sweets & Snacks Expo
Continues to Break Records

The 2017 Sweets & Snacks Expo, hosted by the National
Confectioners Association, set an all-time attendance
record for the second consecutive year as more than
18,000 industry professionals from nearly 90 countries
were welcomed to McCormick Place to experience the lat-
est trends and innovations in the candy and snack cate-
gories. Exhibitors grew nearly six per cent representing
more than 800 candy and snack companies showcasing

over four acres of product innovation over two halls.
With a bulk of the buying power in the candy category, plus more than 75 per cent of

the snack category’s buying power in attendance, the Sweets & Snacks Expo has singled
itself out as the most vital industry event to find solutions and grow business. Attendees
could visit the 217 new exhibitors, view the 45 hottest retailer-approved New Product
award nominees, and learn from any of the targeted knowledge-building sessions.

BC Food Industry Honoured by
BC Food Processors Association

BC’s best of the best in the food and beverage processing
industry were honoured on June 8th at the BCFPA annual
Gala Awards Dinner at the Westin Bayshore in Vancouver. JD
Sweid was inducted into the BC Food Processors Hall of Fame
at the FoodProWest 2017 Awards Gala. Debra Hellbach of
Grounded Strategies received the Leadership Award, MNP
received the BCFPA Member of the Year Award, whilst the Ris-
ing Star Award was won by Sylvia Martinelli of S&B Gluten
Free, and the Innovation Award went to Mazza Innovation. Left Coast Naturals was select-
ed for the Sustainability Award, while Garden Protein won the Workplace Safety Award.

www.anuga.com 

COLOGNE, OCT. 7-11, 2017

The No. 1 
trade fair for food & beverages. 

Nothing more to say.

A    1 2    12:10
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events
calendar

September 16-17, 2017

CHFA East
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 
South Building, Toronto, ON
For more info: www.chfa.ca

October 18-19, 2017

Security Canada 
Central
Toronto Congress Centre
Toronto, ON
For more info: securitycanadaexpo.com

October 23-24, 2017

Grocery Innovations
Canada
Toronto Congress Centre 
– North Building
Toronto, ON
For more info: https://cfig.ca

February 24-25, 2018

CHFA West
Vancouver Convention Centre
– West Building
Vancouver, BC
For more info: https://chfa.ca

April 23-24, 2018

Grocery & Specialty
Food West
Vancouver Convention Centre 
– West Building
Vancouver, BC
For more info: https://cfig.ca

May 2-4, 2018

SIAL Canada
Vancouver Convention Centre 
– West Building
Montreal, PQ
For more info: https://sialcanada.com

The 2017 Edition of SIAL Canada
and SET Canada in Toronto

The 14th edition of the international food & beverage tradeshow (SIAL Canada) and the
equipment and technology section (SET Canada), which took place from May 2 to 4 at Toronto’s
Enercare Centre, just wrapped up what was in every way a historic edition. With its everything-
under-one-roof range of offerings, SIAL Canada and SET Canada has established itself as the
not-to-be-missed gathering of the entire North American agri-food industry. 

With 1,005 exhibitors and brands from 50 countries, exhibiting in 240,000 ft2, and some 16,578
professional visitors from more than 60 countries, this edition of SIAL Canada and SET Canada
has once again proven to be a success, both in terms of its offerings and its visitors. According to
Xavier Poncin, SIAL Canada’s executive director, this 2017 edition is proof of the importance
of having such an event alternate between Canada’s two largest provinces. Never has local rep-
resentation resulted in such an exceptional range of international products or so many crucial
innovations. “Our 90 per cent growth since 2010 proves one thing: our show is the only event that
is perfectly in sync with the changes happening within our country and market. That statement
is also confirmed by this year’s tremendous 32 per cent growth in the number of registered
visitors, as compared to 2015! That’s a tremendous, unparalleled success which can only be
summed up using three keywords: innovation, multiculturalism, and local know-how…” 

A record total of 92 applications were submitted this year for the 10th edition of the SIAL
Innovation contest. For the first time, it was right in the SIAL Innovation space on the first day of
the show that the big winner was unveiled in front of visitors and the press. Congratulations to
Taj Food - a Canadian company with an ethnic touch - for its product, Saffron Sugar Cube, the big
winner of SIAL Innovation 2017! 

This year, the show was host to no less than 35 conferences touching on pressing topics. Also
during this edition, more than 25 demonstration and discovery workshops were made available
to promote our industry’s products and know-how. In addition, a colourful new event was held
for the first time, on the second evening of the show: The Multicultural Evening. More than 300
industry professionals gathered in a relaxed setting, amid dancers and exotic dishes. It was an
unforgettable evening! 

The next SIAL Canada and SET Canada tradeshow will be held from May 2 to 4, 2018 at
Montreal’s Palais des Congrès. 

BeeMaid Special Edition
The 50th Anniversary of the Canada Games is being celebrated in Win-

nipeg this summer from July 28th to August 13th.   Bee Maid Honey is an
Official Supporter of the games and has introduced a 2017 Special Edition
Niibin!   Niibin is the mascot for the games and his name is the Anishinaabe
word for “it is summer”. “We are proud of the 100 per cent pure Canadian
honey that comes from our beekeeper owners and is packed into every bot-
tle of our BeeMaid Honey.   We thought that supporting the games was a
wonderful opportunity to support Canadian amateur athletes in their pur-
suit of their sporting dreams,” comments Guy Chartier, CEO.

To learn more, contact Bee Honey at honey@beemaid.com.



WELLPICT.COM

KICK THIS SEASON’S SALES INTO HIGH GEAR
Summer’s here! This means sunny days and warm evenings,
which are perfect for family outings and friendly get-togethers.
It also means consumer demand for cool Well•Pict Berries is
sure to heat up faster than the temperatures! And our fabulous
flavor and superior size are sure to make your customers flip all
season long.
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It’s back-to-school spending timeagain, and as parents everywhere
review school-supply lists and shop for

clothing and gear, many retailers get ready
for one of their most profitable seasons. 
“Back-to-school always generates a big

upward swing in sales for many retailers
— traditionally, general merchandise,
school/office supply, and clothing
retailers,” says Jim Grabowski, director of
marketing for Well Pict Berries.
Grocery retailers can also take

advantage of this boom in sales, Grabowski
adds, by promoting nutritious eating and
healthy lifestyles. 
“After all, the kids are going to need

something nutritious to put into that
fancy new lunchbox their
parents bought,

for healthier options. 
“September is our biggest month in

sales at Wise Bites, as people rush to have
a product that is healthier and ‘free from,’
and promotes natural goodness,” she says. 
Convenience is a key factor, too, because

lunches are always work to make, adds James. 
But it isn’t only lunch parents want

help with. 
“Consumers are looking for quick meal

and snack ideas — convenience cheese
items such as slices, shreds, and curds,
and pantry loading to help alleviate
the pressure of preparing for school
lunches, after-school snacks, and hectic
breakfasts and dinners,” says Mike Raftis,

vice-president of sales, marketing,
and communications for

Bothwell Cheese.

BACK TO SCHOOL

By Carolyn Camilleri

so why not make it something delicious
and good for them,” says Grabowski. “By
implementing better healthy eating habits
at the beginning of the school year, parents
set kids up for success all year long.”
And that’s the ticket. September is a

time of plans, schedules, and goals,
including nutrition goals.
“Truth be told, at the beginning, it’s

kind of like New Year’s Eve,” says Meghan
Parkhouse, bakery category manager for
Thrifty Foods in B.C. “It’s pretty health-
oriented, especially for the first month.” 
Wise Bites founder Cathline James says

she sees a huge uptake in sales in
September, because parents are looking
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“It’s not uncommon to see a 10-15 per cent
increase in shipments as retailers prepare
themselves for back-to-school shoppers.”
As for those new lunch boxes, sales boom.
“For us, 30 per cent of our business

happens in August,” says Jana Campbell,
founder of Fenigo, a retailer and wholesaler
of lunch boxes and related products. 
And it all centres on children: feeding

them healthy, wholesome food so they
can excel in math class, on the soccer
field, and ultimately, in life. It’s a lot of
pressure on busy parents. They need all
the help they can get.

Today’s Parents: 
The Trends
Some key trends offer clues about what

parents will be packing into lunches.
“What we do know from reading reports

from the largest food shows, from London
to Germany to U.S. to Canada, is that
there is an increase of consumers reaching
for healthier choices and ‘free from’ and
an uptake in veganism,” says James. 
Mintel supports that view in Six Key

Global Food and Drink Trends for 2017,
stating that a consumer preference for
natural, simple, and flexible diets will drive

further expansion of vegetarian, vegan,
and other plant-focused formulations. 
Additionally, Mintel points to another

growing demand. “Inequality is not just a
political or philanthropic issue — it also
will resonate more with the food and drink
industry,” says the report. “More campaigns
and innovations are to be expected that
will make it easier for lower-income
consumers to fulfil their healthy ambitions.”
Nutrition is still more important than

price. An online Influenster survey done
for Ad Week, asked more than 5,500
millennial moms (aged 21 and 37) for their
priorities in packing school lunches.
Nutrition came in first at 88 per cent over
price at 65 per cent and convenience at 52
per cent. The survey also asked which foods
rated healthy: yogurt (87 per cent), cheese
(82 per cent), cereal/granola (72 per cent),
juice boxes (70 per cent), peanut butter
(67 per cent), dried fruit (54 per cent),
milk (51 per cent), and nuts (49 per cent). 

Other indicators of nutrition are provided
in a Nielsen article based on a U.S. survey.
“Four in 10 parents deny requests for
snacks containing high-fructose corn syrup
content (39 per cent) and artificial
ingredients (35 per cent) when children
accompany parents during shopping trips,”
says the report. “Parents are most likely
to be swayed to purchase food items with
the claims that they are made with fruits
and vegetables (62 per cent), high in fibre
(57 per cent), natural flavours (55 per
cent), low sodium (52 per cent), and low
sugar/sugar free (51 per cent).”

Additionally, the Nielsen survey revealed
64 per cent of consumers are making a
concerted effort to choose healthier foods,
41 per cent are eating healthier to set an
example, and 55 per cent say they will
spend more on a healthier choice.
While nutrition is important across age

groups, millennials are leading. 
Food Storage: Aligning Consumer Health

and Retail Profits, a white paper by Global
Market Development Centre (GMDC), says,
“Millennials in particular are knowledgeable

“Parents are most likely to
be swayed to purchase food
items with the claims that
they are made with…

Fruits and vegetables (62 per cent), 
High in fibre (57 per cent), 
Natural flavours (55 per cent), 
Low sodium (52 per cent), and 
Low sugar/sugar free (51 per cent).”

We are cheese people, deeply rooted in history & tradition. Located in the village  
of New Bothwell, MB, we’ve been crafting all-natural cheese since 1936.

Our unwavering commitment to you is to ensure the highest quality natural 
ingredients and the best tasting cheese varieties possible—from farm to table. 

CRAFTED WITH 100% PURE CANADIAN MILK

REAL CHEESE SLICES,
NATURALLY

NEW

 FOLLOW BOTHWELL WWW.BOTHWELLCHEESE.COM
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Feel Good Fuel
oceanbrands.com

Ocean’s offers the widest range of Ocean friendly tuna in Canada. 
We are committed to responsibly sourcing our products from 

fisheries within regions which can maintain sustainable 
numbers of tuna, and protect marine reserves.

OCEAN FRIENDLY TUNA
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about nutritional guidelines and nearly two-thirds say they want
to eat healthier foods. Consumers under the age of 40 have
increased the annual per capita consumption of fresh vegetables
by 52 per cent and frozen vegetables by 59 per cent over the past
decade. While Boomers are decreasing their consumption of fresh
vegetables, it is projected that fresh vegetable consumption will
increase by 10 per cent over the next several years.”

Making the Most of the Season
Concerns about market erosion are not new for traditional

grocery retailers, but the pace has considerably stepped up along
with online competition in non-food back to school categories. 
It is hard — perhaps impossible — to win on price. As Raftis

says, “Mass merchandisers offer everyday low prices and one-stop
shopping, making it attractive to shoppers during this busy time
of year, which puts pressure on nearby competitors to offer
increased value to generate traffic.”  
Grabowski says the rise of mass merchandisers at back-to-

school time “definitely plays a big role in sales this time of year.
Consumers only have a set amount of expendable dollars, and if
back-to-school supplies and clothes and other goods eat up a
large portion of one’s budget, something has to be cut, and
unfortunately, that something is sometimes healthier food options.” 

How do you Increase Value? 
“Limiting out of stocks by keeping shelves fully stocked at all

times and maintaining a unique assortment of specialty and
higher quality items that will attract shoppers who are willing to
pay more,” says Raftis. “Increasing access to information and
service levels, such as recipe cards, product demos, and cheese
ambassadors to assist shoppers navigating the deli section and
make it easier for them to make purchase decisions.”  
Displays and promotional messaging are important. 
“Grocery retailers have to be extra sharp in their advertising

message to their customers. Shoppers need to be drawn in with
items that also relate with that back-to-school theme,” says
Grabowski. “With proper eye-catching displays, consumers —
parents and/or children — can be made aware of certain produce
items and be drawn into buying. A combination of a display with
facts/information is a very good way to increase sales.”  
Grabowski suggests offering easy-to-pack, healthy snack items in

prominent displays so consumers can’t miss these options, even if
they’re quickly buzzing through the store with kids in tow. 
“This could be a continuation of the year-round promotion

that bolsters the sustained effort to get kids to eat healthier and
for parents to help push that nutritious idea,” Grabowski adds.
“By merchandising produce the same way cookies, chips, and
other processed snacks are promoted, retailers can work to
influence children to eat more of the healthier snack items, like
fresh strawberries or raspberries. By encouraging shoppers to add
these snacks to their children’s lunchboxes, we can really start to
transform healthy foods into ‘convenience’ foods.” 
Convenience, yes, and also portion size.
“At back-to-school times, we’ll start featuring, by ad and in-

store specials, ideas for lunches that parents might not think
of,” says Parkhouse. “We focus on smaller portions for kids and
suggestions that are going to be reasonable for parents.”
Parkhouse says individually wrapped products, such as Wise

Bites, are super helpful for parents and also a good size for kids. 

Product Showcase
Super Healthy 
Grab n’ Go
Every individually wrapped Wise
Bites Super Cookie boasts 10 gr. of
protein and five gr. of fibre. Healthy,
gluten-free, vegan, nut-free, and
non-GMO, Wise Bites are low in
refined sugar (sweetened mostly
with dates), fat, and sodium. Tip:
Wise Bites Super Cookies have their
own displayer, making it easy to mer-
chandise this grab n’ go product.

Cheese, Please
Help parents take the
pressure off preparing
school lunches, after-
school snacks, breakfasts,
and dinners with conve-
nience cheese items such
as slices, shreds, and
curds. Bothwell SqueaK’rs
cheese curds, in original and white, are an
easy-to-pack option kids love. Information, recipe cards,
product demos, and cheese ambassadors make it easier
for shoppers to make purchase decisions. 

A “Berry” Good Healthy Choice
Strawberries are a perfect item to promote when

the kids are going back to school, not only
as a lunchbox item but also as an

after-school snack. Eight average-
sized strawberries contain 160 per
cent of the recommended daily

value of vitamin C, as well as
potassium, fibre, and other

phytonutrients. Strawberries aren’t
just delicious — they’re good for you! 

Leader of the Lunch Pack
Fenigo, a retail store with a whole-
sale distribution component, is a
source for everything for a litter-less

or boomerang lunch: all
kinds of school lunch kits,
Bento boxes, tiffin sets,
beeswax food wrap, and
reusable snack bags.

Portion-control/bento
style containers are
very trendy these days. All Fenigo
products are BPA-, BPS-, PVC-,
Phthalate-, and lead-free. 

Bye, Bye Prep Time.
The cheese featured in
Bothwell’s 450g variety
slice pack was hand-
picked by our experts
with versatility in mind.
This perfect assortment
of slices helps cut down
on lunch/meal prep-
time and adds flavour
to your cooking!
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Portable, long-lasting and nutritious,
cheese has been part of the world’s
diet for more than 7,500 years.

Today, Canadians are no slouches when it
comes to eating their share, each consum-
ing more than 12 kg every year.
Mike Raftis, vice-president sales,

marketing and communications at Bothwell
Cheese Canada says cheese meets the
“better-for-you” demand of today’s
informed consumer. “Canadians want more
options when it comes to the food they
eat; demand for products that meet specific
needs will continue to grow.” And cheese
certainly fits that mold.
Cheese is seen as natural food with

clear, understandable ingredients and today

there are more choices than ever as
artisanal production expands in Canada.
Little surprise that the 2016 Farm Credit
of Canada Dairy report predicts a 9.2 per
cent growth in the consumption of
specialty cheeses across the next decade. 
Tree of Life, one of the largest

distributors of specialty and natural foods
in Canada, is working to meet that demand.
“There is so much choice now,” says David
Hazzard, Team Lead – Fresh for Tree of
Life. “Retailers can highlight a couple of
brands or selections at a time, making
things new and interesting with each
change. Cheese displays are usually at a
lower height. Why not raise them up with
signage, balloons to call attention?” 

Colourful napkins in baskets accompanied
by interesting information and signs
suggesting uses and recipe cards nearby
will make varieties stand out, while
inexpensive decorations and props add to
shopping fun and inspiration.
To introduce new cheese varieties, Raftis

advises a prominent shelf position creating a
billboard effect. “Instore promotions such as
loyalty rewards or price reductions combined
with product demos adjacent to the display
are a great way to drive trial and purchase.”
Taking it further, the Tree of Life team

suggests pulling out varieties for special
displays built around the seasons, back-
to-school days or celebrations such as
St. Patrick’s Day. 
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“We have to make it easier for people
to make good choices,” says James. “Sure,
grocers feel the effects of mass
merchandisers, but they can win on so
many other levels: customer loyalty
programs, offering local products, better
customer experience, and being ahead of
the pack on what consumers are really
looking for.”

The Litter-Less Lunch
Movement
One of the most impactful changes in

Canadian schools is the litter-less or
“boomerang” lunch rule. Children must
take home all the packaging they bring
to school: nothing goes into school
garbage. Some schools have gone so far
as to restrict the use of plastic wraps and
pre-packaged foods. 
“Litter-less lunch has truly become a

niche on its own,” says Campbell. “It’s
becoming bigger and bigger, and more
parents and even more people are paying
attention to the waste they create.”
Kids learning about the environment

are on board with reducing waste, and
parents want to encourage that by sending
kids to school with waste-free lunch kits.

Moreover, home-packed lunches tend to
be more nutritious and represent a way
for parents to economize. 
“It’s more expensive to buy little packages,

than buying a big one and refilling every
day,” says Campbell. “That awareness is
spreading, and not only that packaging is
bad for the environment, but also that it’s
more cost-effective to buy in bulk.” 
But back-to-school is not just for kids. 
“From my experience, back-to-school

season is also a time when adults are
ready to invest in something for
themselves,” says Campbell. “It’s like a
new beginning.” 
New beginnings are hopeful for grocery

retailers, too.  ●

CHEESE

By Deb Smith

Kids learning about the environment are on
board with reducing waste, and parents want
to encourage that by sending kids to school
with waste-free lunch kits. 
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A great example of this was a promotion
this June at the Deer Valley Calgary Co-op.
The first thing customers saw when they
entered the store was a prominent colourful

circular cheese bunk decorated with
the bright red and whites of the
Canadian flag. What better way to
celebrate Canada Day than with a
selection of the many varieties of
home-grown cheeses?
“Customers love to try something

new,” says Hazzard. “Let’s say the
country to highlight is Spain. Retailers
can build excitement with a display of
Spanish cheeses, meats, charcuteries. They
can reach out to their vendors, as many
European companies have a supply of
country-specific props such as toothpicks
for sampling, displaying miniature flags.”
When the Comprehensive and Economic

Trade Agreement (CETA) is implemented,
about 17,000 tonnes of EU cheese will come
into Canada, increasing the imported cheese
market by four per cent. The Retail Council
of Canada sees this as a growth opportunity
in the category rather than replacing
Canadian cheese with imports, supporting
both domestic and imported cheeses. 
Meanwhile, the Canadian demand for

cheese is growing one per cent annually,
and Canadian cheesemakers are meeting
these challenges with artisanal cheeses
that are winning awards around the world.
Buying local food has become a mainstream
idea along with ingredient transparency
and concerns about the environmental
impact of shipping products. As Hazzard
puts it, “More people are looking for
Canadian artisan cheeses and more are
being produced. We are moving quickly
to growing our Canadian cheese business
and supporting local artisans.”

Product
Sidebar
Fusion of Flavour
Tree of Life offers the
sophisticated taste
experience of smoky
whiskey spiced with a
subtle hint of ginger.
Deliciously carried in
the special hand-blended
Mature Cheddar by innova-
tive, award-winning British
cheesemaker, Windyridge. Another
exciting taste experience for the
adventurous palate.

Non-GMO, No Question
Bothwell Cheese pre-
sents its new verified
non-GMO line of
cheese–first of its kind
in Canada! Opening
the launch is a Medi-
um White Cheddar,
made with 100 per
cent pure Canadian

milk from dairy cows eating only
non-GMO crops. Make no doubt
about it, this cheese is delicious, pure
and available summer 2017.

Cheese is rising dramatically as the snack 
of choice for Canadians.

NEW
LOOK!

FOLLOW  
BOTHWELL

WHY NEW 
LABELS?
An inconsistency  
in visual identity  
and expanded 
product line has 
created the need  
for a refresh.

THE BENEFITS:
   A visual identity that reflects the brand quality and tradition:

  100% Canadian milk

  No modified milk ingredients

  80 Years icon

  Colour di�erentiation for increased shopability of varieties

  Consistency that increases brand awareness, trust and dependability

SAME AWARD-WINNING TASTE
Real cheese, naturally®

BOTHWELLCHEESE.COM
info@bothwellcheese.com
204-388-7307



Great British Cheese 
Les grands fromages Britanniques

For over 35 years Coombe Castle have been 

exploring the length of Great Britain and Ireland 

searching for unique, flavourful cheeses and 

sharing them with Canada.

Depuis plus de 35 ans, Coombe Castle partage avec 

le Canada les fromages uniques et savoureux 

qu’elle découvre en parcourant les terres de 

l’Irlande et de la Grande-Bretagne.

www.coombecastle.com
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Soups and broths are getting increasing attention and respect
as millennials and baby boomers revisit traditional foods in
their search for wellness. They want healthier, fresher food

and they want to know what it contains. Soups and broths can ful-
fil the very specific demands of today’s informed consumer without
losing their nostalgic charm and familiarity.
Mintel reports flat sales for soups in general with the exception of

wet broth/stock and refrigerated (fresh)/frozen soup; these earned
a 19 per cent rise in sales from 2011 to 2016 that is forecast to
continue for the next five years. Manufacturers are taking these
comfort foods to new heights in nutrition and quality ingredients.
Happy Planet Foods Inc. recently added fresh organic soups to

its natural product lineup. “A growing number of people want to
buy organic, outpacing conventional foods,” comments Kyle
Marancos, senior marketing manager. “Consumers are shifting from
shelf-stable soups to fresh soups, products made with simple
ingredients that they stock in their own kitchens, and our fresh
soups have no preservatives or artificial flavours.” 
In its privately-held facility, Pacific Foods of Oregon makes all its

soups from scratch. “We own three organic dairies, established to
supply known ingredients, known quality,” says Helen Midwood,
Canadian sales manager. “Our owner, Chuck Eggert, wasn’t confident
he was getting what he considered ‘organic’ dairy when he first
started, and as a food scientist he felt he could make better food.”
Midwood sees people addressing their diets more consciously,

looking to make informed choices. “There is a huge movement
going on towards vegetable-based protein items and ingredients.
As a result, at Pacific Foods, we strive to make sure our vegetarian
soups are well-rounded with added protein value.”

Globally-inspired consumers want new flavours packed with
nutrition. A consumer trend report by Technomic revealed fifty
per cent of consumers specifically want to try unique and new
soups. Last year alone, Happy Planet added three new flavours,
including Chicken Pot Pie and Korean Hot & Sour, both finalists
for the 2017 Canadian Grand Prix Product Awards.  
While these soups carry all the goodness and flavours so

important in helping maintain a healthy diet, bone broth goes
even further into the realm of “good for you.”
Ready-to-go soups and broths are affordable, convenient meal

solutions; marketed in the deli section, near chilled sandwiches,
bagged salads; fresh soups make for quick and healthy lunches. 
“Consider making a display with more than just soup,” says

Midwood. “For example, broth with rice, tomato soup in the dairy
section to go with a grilled cheese sandwich. Shoppers are always
looking for inspiration.”
Call attention to fresh soups using stand-up fridges in a prominent

location or on end-caps. Shane Whittle, a co-owner of Boned Broth,
suggests, “Retailers can optimize by establishing a preservative-free
frozen category in an aisle specifically for drinking broths; or serve
hot bone broth in our TO GO cups in grocery cafés.”
Hang tags, freezer clings and recipe cards all go a long way to

showcasing choice and educating customers. And never
underestimate the power of in-store demos with trained operators. 
Through social media, consumers are learning about the benefits

of soups and broths, and actively looking for these products.
Smart retailers will not only keep abreast of demand and make
sure products are on the shelf but will distinguish themselves by
becoming a source of information and inspiration.  ●
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Commodity cheeses such as Mozzarella
still dominate the Canadian cheese market,
with Pinterest reporting about 54,000
comfort food recipe pins every day, and
cheese plays a huge role in many of those
recipes. At the same time people are much
more adventurous than ever. With so many
new flavours and ingredients coming out,
consumers want to try something new,
especially when entertaining — a bit of
indulgence. 
“With unique flavours, creating recipe

or pairing suggestions along with product
demos will help generate strong conversion

results,” says Raftis. Retailers can target
premium shoppers wanting to cook fresh
meals at home with recipes that include
specialty cheeses. Store connectivity builds
bigger baskets.
Additionally, cheese is rising dramatically

as the snack of choice with healthy
snacking becoming its own trend as
consumers look for solutions to busy lives,
convenient foods with high nutritional
value, especially protein. Snacking is big
in Canada with Nielsen estimating the
average Canadian consumer enjoys 12
different types of snacks in a month. 
Retailers can sell individual cheese

portions in Home Meal Replacement (HMR)
areas so customers can add a little piece
of cheese to a healthy lunch. “There is a
wave of cheese coming out in mini snack
packs, catering to portion control and

convenience,” says Hazzard. “We have some
right now that have multiple types of
cheese in the pack for variety and colour.”
Cheese is in the right place at the right

time, ready and able to meet many of the
rising trends in global food consumption:
natural, organic, non-dairy, high protein.
There is nostalgia for home-cooking
along with a hunger for new tastes
and experiences. Cheese covers it all. No
surprise that Euromonitor International
anticipates 2021 to bring in $4.4 billion
in retail sales of cheese in Canada. 
By not only giving their customers what

they want but also offering further choices,
making the shopping experience more fun
and satisfying, retailers can cash in on
the cheese boom while driving sales in
partnering ingredients. As with the number
of cheese varieties available or being
created, the opportunities are infinite. ●

SOUPS

By Carly Peters

The Deer Valley Calgary Co-op promoted
their Canadian cheese with Canada flags.

Bothwell Cheese suggests creating recipe
suggestions to pair the cheeses with.
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Grow better,
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combined with purpose and without shortcuts.
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In most respects, Dovre Import &Export Ltd. is light years removed
from its early days as a storefront on

Vancouver’s Hastings Street, where as a
child Armin Melville would for fun ride
the conveyor to the storage basement,
while his father Axel, supplied ethnic
stores with imported products.
Today, Dovre operates out of a 25,000

square foot facility in Richmond that
contains efficient operations offices and
a sizeable warehouse. As president, Melville

presides over a 35-member staff that uses
the latest technology and abides by strict
scheduling so that an inventory of about
1,500 items from over 100 suppliers reaches
800-plus retail clients across Western
Canada, as planned.
But in one important regard, the 60-

year-old company is exactly the same as
when it catered to Norwegian and
Scandinavian immigrants who pined for
the food of the old country. Like his father
and Dovre’s original owners before him,

Melville’s goal is to serve communities
and improve consumers’ lifestyles by
providing high quality products that
enhance the dining experience.
Considering how demographics have

shifted, that means Dovre’s focus today is
on gourmet and healthy foods, including
meats, cheeses, olives, antipasti, seafood,
preserves, sauces, crackers, snacks,
premium beverages, and confectioneries. 
As for the brands, they range from the

local up-and-coming (gnuFUEL, Canada

PROFILE

By Robin Brunet

Dovre Import 
& Export
excels in bringing 
high-end foods 
to the massesDelivering the

Gourmet Experience 

Pictured above from left to right: James Pattullo (Distribution Centre Manager), Susanna Ni (Controller), Monika Mukherjee (Marketing Manager),
Rick Zaboysky (Director of Sales), Armin Melville (Owner & President), Rob Goodsell (Director of Operations), Tanya Jacoboni 
(Key Account Manager), Peter Scott (Purchasing Manager)
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know their food and appreciate quality.”
As Dovre celebrates its 60th anniversary,

the low-key and unassuming Melville takes
time to discuss his company’s status in
2017 and where it’s headed in the
foreseeable future. Looking out from the
second-floor offices onto the warehouse
of neatly stacked boxes, he flicks through
an inventory catalogue. “We’ve worked
hard to develop a healthy mix of items,
and with our growth in the double digits
one of my priorities is to ensure that it
continues to be managed effectively and
sustainably,” he says.
Melville pauses as if to consider the

challenges he and his staff surmounted
to reach this level of growth. “Did we
expect success when we changed our focus
back in 2000? Yes, absolutely. But between
2001 and 2009 our annual growth was
accelerated by increased sales and
marketing efforts and the support of our
valuable suppliers and partners — so the
magnitude of growth was welcomed! For
one thing, it necessitated us moving from
Vancouver to our current facility, in 2011.”
For a company that sources gourmet

specialties from near and far and works
tirelessly with manufacturers and importers

to create strategies for getting product to
market, the Dovre team makes the job seem
easy. As Melville talks, warehouse workers
process orders effortlessly, punctuating the
routine with lively banter. The goodwill
extends to the managers and staff who all
embrace the company climate of ‘TEAM’. 
Dovre in the 21st century is also still

very much a family affair. Fielding calls
at reception is one of Melville’s daughters,
Madeline, and his oldest son, Matthew, is
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Hemp Foods) to the well known, nationally
distributed (Cows Creamery, Stonewall
Kitchen). “We changed Dovre substantially
about five years after I took over the
business in 1995,” says Melville, now 54.
“Ethnic food built the company, but
gourmet is an entirely different proposition,
and we needed it to compete in a market
that is far more aggressive than even 20
years ago, let alone when I was a kid.
Branching into gourmet was also good
timing, as consumers more than ever really

Axel Melville (Armin’s dad) on a forklift
(photo is from 1981).

The newest truck on the fleet with an ad for The Funky Gourmet, one of Dovre’s house brands.

From left to right: Rob Goodsell (Director of Operations), Armin Melville (Owner & President) 
and Rick Zaboysky (Director of Sales)

Front: Armin Melville  Middle Row (left to right):
Tara McCann (Territory Manager), Phileasha
Gentry (Sales & Marketing Administrative 
Assistant), Melissa Poznikoff (Territory Manager),
Shawna Webster (Territory Manager), Tanya
Jacoboni (Key Account Manager)
Back Row (left to right): Jaclyn Gagnon 
(Territory Manager), Andrew Smeeth (Territory 
Manager), Chris Black (Territory Manager),
Monika Mukherjee (Marketing Manager) 
and Rick Zaboysky (Director of Sales)



Canadian, prairie-grown, our Hemp Seed Hearts, 
Protein Powders and Oils provide essential 
nutrients for healthy living. Hemp Seed Hearts 
contain highly digestible proteins including 8 
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                             balanced source of Omega-3  
                             and Omega-6 EFAs. Organic or  
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                                           sustainable, vegan,            
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Congratulations to Dovre Import & Export for
60 successful years in the grocery industry!

Congratulations to Dovre Import & Export for
60 successful years in the grocery industry!
Canada Hemp Foods is proud to be their valued 

supplier of quality hemp food products.

Coming soon - Toasted 
Whole Hemp Seeds!
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preparing to join the company in the fall. “Our staff range in age
from 18 to 60, and we all have each other’s backs,” says Melville.
“It’s no secret this industry is very competitive and we encourage
an environment of work hard and play hard.”
Although Dovre was officially launched in 1957, its roots go

back to the 1930s and are inextricably linked to B.C.’s first travel
agency, Hagen’s Travel. That’s because in 1937, Baard Hagen
operated a delicatessen in New Westminster, and since he was an
influential Norwegian businessman with strong ties to the ethnic
community, he also eventually became the representative of the
Norwegian and Swedish America Lines. “For a long time the two
businesses were located in the same building, with the food going
to Scandinavian seamen and northern lumber camps,” says Melville. 
Axel Melville joined Dovre in 1960, by which time the company

had relocated to Hastings Street in Vancouver’s downtown core.
Three years later, due to the failing health of one partner and
the other wanting to retire, Axel and his wife Hannelore purchased
Dovre outright.
Melville recalls, “As a kid I swept the floors and did other odd jobs,

but I was divided about my future: on one hand I had a youthful
ambition to go off on my own, and on the other I knew that the food
industry was in my blood.” After studying business and accounting,
he decided to stay in the fold, and the rest is history.
Dovre relocated again, to a 6,000 square foot building in

Vancouver’s Cordova Street, where it remained for 40 years “And,

typical of our kind of company, we kept growing until we had
no more room left and began storing product in other facilities
— three in all,” recalls Melville. “Unlike our current warehouse,
which has five bays, Cordova Street had none, just a narrow alley
in which we coordinated shipments.” He credits Dovre’s director
of operations, Rob Goodsell, for orchestrating the much-needed
move to Richmond. This move has allowed Rob and his team to
implement modern warehouse systems.
It could be argued that after Melville assumed control of Dovre,

the company achieved its fullest potential. “Prior to 2000 we
dealt mainly with independent and specialty food stores, but
gradually expanded to service both chains and independents,”
says Melville. “We’ve never underestimated the value of providing
top quality service and building the best team we can.”
Today, depending on client needs, Dovre can act as master importer,

regional distributor, or provide market specific support. Its sales and
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From left to right: Rob Goodsell (Director of Operations), Rob Gardener (Receiving Associate), Jose Panghulan (Delivery Driver), Spencer Teeter (Receiving
Associate), Jared Scholtz (Lead Receiver & Logistics), Arthur Arlante (Warehouse Associate), Jim Burns (Senior Warehouse Associate), Frank Giarrusso
(Warehouse Associate), Tom Gorrie (Delivery Driver), Bal Gill (Warehouse Associate), and James Pattullo (Distribution Centre Manager)

Vendor appreciation party at the Rogue in Gastown.
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marketing teams help build brands by
implementing relevant retail programs and
activities to the needs in our market. 

But of all of Dovre’s abilities, Melville is
especially proud of the fact that its four
trucks serving Metro Vancouver and as far
north as Whistler deliver product exactly as
asked and when scheduled. “Following
through on promises is crucial to our
business,” he says. “That also applies to the
third party carriers we use to ship across
Canada.” Accuracy is augmented by constant
investment in new technology, improving
operations, sales and marketing initiatives.
Dovre is also a Canada Food Group

partner; a collaboration Melville says

resulted “from us wanting to expand but
not wanting to open other warehouses in
Western Canada. While B.C. clients and a
few grandfather accounts in Alberta fall
under our jurisdiction, we share listings
with the Canada Food Group for chains
both regionally and nationally.” 
When asked if further geographical

coverage is in the works, Melville replies,
“We see the need for additional distribution
centres both on Vancouver Island and the
interior of B.C., due to our strong growth
in these regions.”
The split between independent/specialty

retailers and the big chains gives Dovre
the best of both worlds. High-end gourmet
items by nature have a slower turnover
than mass market products, but they tend
to move quickly in smaller niche markets
— while the chains give Dovre a pleasing
geographical reach and opportunities for
further expansion if desired.
And even though industry consolidation

means a growing prevalence of chain stores
across Western Canada, Melville says the
independents are doing brisk business.
“It’s fun to work with the specialty stores,
the farmer’s markets, and the ethnic stores.
They’re thriving, and it’s good to know
there’s room for everyone.”
As for the type of products that are

coveted the most, Melville says, “Specialty
beverage is one area where we’re
experiencing consistent growth. More
natural, better for you products are on
trend, and will continue to shape the

retail landscape.” 
With a bright future ensured thanks to

gourmet and health tastes showing no
signs of abating, Melville is enjoying
working with what he calls “a wonderful
group of professionals. My director of sales
is Rick Zaboysky, who for the past six
years has brought a higher level of
professionalism and structure to the sales
department and the organization as a
whole. Peter Scott, my longest standing
employee of 14 years, worked his way up
from picking orders to inventory control
and now his current role of purchasing
manager. Our Marketing Manager, Monika
Mukherjee, keeps all things marketing on
track, while Susanna Ni, our controller,
stays on top of financial matters.”
Melville isn’t contemplating retirement

any time soon, but he does foresee Dovre
assuming a third generation of family
ownership. “I have five kids, so it’s not
surprising, and Matthew will likely take
over,” he says. 
For the meantime, there’s business to

take care of, and it’s with unmistakable
satisfaction that Melville describes
his father, now 87 and long retired,
being proud of how his son has developed
Dovre. “He always mentions it to friends
and guests, and it’s a really nice acknowled-
gement of all our hard work,” he says.
“It’s something we carry with us as we
continue down our path.” ●

Left to right: Julie Bell, Business 
Development Manager, FOODMatch, 
Chris Black (Territory Manager), 
Monika Mukherjee (Marketing Manager)

Megan Melville (Armin’s Oldest daughter)
working in Dovre’s CHFA West  booth in 
her Cows creamery gear.
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BAKING INGREDIENTS

By Carly Peters

Customers are looking to recreate 
well-loved baking memories and build new ones.

“It’s my grandma’s pie recipe.” 
“I tried to re-create the cake my mom always made.” 
“We bake cookies together every weekend just like I did when I was a kid.” 

More than any other style of cooking, baking evokes memories and lends itself
to creating new stories. That narrative is also expected to come from the
ingredients customers are utilizing to bake their memory-making dishes. 

Sweet enough
Baking usually brings up thoughts of sweet treats — cakes, muffins and

cookies — and people turning to honey over other sweeteners when cooking
and baking these items. According to a Mintel report, Sweeteners and Attitudes
Towards Sugar,  negative perceptions of sugar contributed to a 15 per cent
decline in sales between 2011 and 2016 to $215 million.   
“We have noticed an increase in honey sales and are certain that part of that

upswing is due to consumers looking for healthier sweetener alternatives,”
explains Shannon Bowden of BeeMaid Honey, adding an increase in people
cooking and baking at home is another factor in increased honey sales.
“According to that same report, consumers report that taste is the most
important point of consideration when buying sugar or sugar substitutes
(71 per cent), but there is a strong emphasis on the naturalness of the
substitution, with well over half (58 per cent) of Canadian consumers say whether
a product is natural or not is an important factor.”
BeeMaid Honey recently launched Raw Honey which has been minimally

filtered, with a delicious, creamy texture. They are also relaunching the
BeeMaid brand to feature beekeeper owners right on the label.  
“The Canadian honey message continues to be strong. People want to

know where their food comes from. This gives consumers the direct
message that we are owned by beekeepers and purchasing BeeMaid Honey
supports Canadian beekeepers. They don’t have to go to the farmer’s market
to get fresh local honey,” she states.
When it comes to using it in baking, honey is considered a triple threat

of flavour, versatility, and function, acting as a humectant helping baked
goods to retain moisture, extending shelf life.
“I like to tell the story of how I had baked oatmeal cookies using the exact

same recipe, but sugar in one batch and honey in the other…the honey oatmeal
cookies had a softer texture and a subtle sweetness from the honey. The sugar
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baked cookies, definitely had more crunch.
After a few days, the sugar baked cookies
were very crisp and seemed like they were
getting stale. The honey baked cookies were
as fresh as the day they were baked with a
delicious moistness,” claims Bowden.

Egg-cellent choice
From Canadian bees to B.C. eggs,

customers love a good story behind their
baking products. BC Egg represents 140
family farms that produce eggs for the
people of B.C., while being socially and
environmentally responsible. The organi-
zation also recognizes that different people
want different types of eggs so they work
hard to ensure farmers are providing
everything from regular caged eggs to
organic ones so people can choose their
favourites.
“The biggest trend we see right now

is the increased call for cage-free eggs,”
says Amanda Brittain, manager of
communications and marketing for
BC Egg, adding there are three types of
cage-free eggs on the market right now:
free run where the hens have the run of
the barn and can go where they please,
free range where the hens have the run
of the barn and access to the outdoors
when weather permits, and organic where
the hens are raised in a free-range
environment and are given an organic diet.
In-store bakeries may like to promote

the fact that they use cage-free eggs in
their products, states Brittain, as well as
the fact they are utilizing local eggs. For
B.C. retailers BC Egg can provide customize
materials for the store/bakery with store
branding to feature a local farmer.
“Simply stating that you use fresh, local

B.C. eggs (whether whole or liquid) will
help promote the natural goodness of your
baked goods.”

A lot of dough
Your grandma didn’t have the luxury

of going to the store for a loaf of bread;
she most likely had to make it herself.
Puratos, which focuses on traditional and
high-quality bakery ingredients in order
to make great breads, pastry, and sweet
goods, believe that the future of bread
lies in the past. 
Liesbet Vandepoel of Puratos says the

company has been inspired by traditional

Product Sidebar

All together now
Retailers might want to
consider merchandising
baking ingredients togeth-
er so that customers can
stock up during peak bak-
ing periods. For example,
include baking chips,
honey, flour, baking soda
etc. together in one dis-
play. That will get con-
sumers thinking about baking.

- Shannon Bowden, BeeMaid Honey

Meet a farmer
BC Egg would be happy to provide
[retailers] with marketing materials to
use in-store. We also have a program
called Ask an Egg Farmer where farm-
ers attend stores to hand out recipes
and interact with consumers. 

- Amanda Brittain, BC Egg

Be clear
Stores that share recipes
with their customers and
who talk about tradition
make the difference. Com-
municating about and
sharing the products’ her-
itage, as well as providing
clear and trustworthy
product information on
the label are key. Commu-
nicate and educate about
your products.

- Liesbet Vandepoel, Puratos

C
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ways of making bread by using the techniques of long fermentation. 
“Sourdough has been around for thousands of years and enabled

people to create wonderful breads through time,” says Vandepoel,
adding Puratos has been passionate about natural fermentation
for more than 20 years and as a consequence has developed an
understanding of sourdoughs and taste like no other.
Incidentally, if you’re ever in Brussels, where Puratos is based,

you can visit the company’s  heritage sourdough library, which is
basically a vault where sourdoughs from all over the world are
stored and kept safe. The aim, quite simply, is to record and
preserve the sourdough history of the world in one place.
Yet, most people don’t have the time for a trip to Brussels to

learn about bread, or a long fermentation in their busy lives, so
Puratos developed O-tentic, a unique active bakery component
that gives bakers the creative freedom to make breads with an
outstanding, authentic taste and texture, without the need for
long fermentation times. Utilizing all natural ingredients, O-tentic
can be used for any bread type and different baking processes.

Dolled up Desserts
Thanks to Instagram, Pinterest and

other #foodporn sites, baking needs to
be drool-worthy in taste and look. Cake
Mate makes it easy to create Snap-
worthy creations and memory-making
images with their new Cake Mate® cake
patterns, decorating bags and tips. Use
Cake Mate’s® new cake patterns to trace,
decorate, and celebrate by using one of
eight tips on the end of a decorating bag
with your favourite frosting. Or attach to
Cake Mate icing tube to create stylish
personalized desserts.
Complete the look with Cake Mate’s

no-fade cupcake liners, new Sparkler
Candles, or new line of Dessert Dazzlers
Decorating Gels, Baking Cups and
Decorating Glitter, which will add sparkle to your baking any
time of year.
While customers may never quite get grandma’s pie recipe

right, at least they can try and create some great memories along
the way.  ●

PROFILE: Q&A

By Frank Yeo

WG: The Chicken Farmers have 
implemented an animal welfare program.
Can you tell me if there has been 
any research on how consumers are
concerned by this issue or why it is 
relevant to the organization? 
Why is this issue important?

BISHOP-SPENCER:
According to our most recent research in

2016, Canadians had the following to say
about animal care as a general concern, or
an influence on their grocery purchasing:

•  52 per cent are aware of animal
welfare concerns in the raising of
animals for food (this is up from
49 per cent in 2013, 46 per cent in
2010, and 45 per cent in 2007)

• 41 per cent said that issues with
how chickens are raised can
impact their consumption

The necessity of our Animal Care Program
is becoming more apparent every year as
these numbers tick upwards and more Cana-
dians indicate a higher level of concern with
how animals are cared for. We continue to
enhance and evolve the program in order to
gain and hold the trust of Canadians.

Chicken Farmers of Canada believes that
every link in the chicken value chain must be
vigilant and responsible with the animals in
its care. Anything less is unacceptable.

We are committed to reviewing and
strengthening current practices and pri-
oritizing any necessary changes, to
ensure that the care of our birds, at every
point in the value chain, meets the high-
est standards.

We are committed to being able to
demonstrate that there is proper account-
ability and oversight from gate to plate.

WG: What are the details of the program?

BISHOP-SPENCER:
Chicken Farmers of Canada’s Animal Care

Program is effectively administered across
all chicken farms, from the time from when
the birds are placed to when they are pre-
pared for transit to the processor – no other
program can achieve this reach.

Chicken Farmers of Canada administers
this mandatory, third-party-audited Animal
Care Program across all 2,800 chicken
farms in Canada.

The program has credible,
science-based foundations in
that it is based on the Code of
Practice developed by the
National Farm Animal Care
Council (NFACC). NFACC is a
world leader in bringing togeth-
er stakeholders with different
perspectives – farmers, veteri-
narians, processors, trans-
porters, animal welfare associa-
tions, and provincial/federal
governments – to develop
robust and sound Codes of Practice.

NFACC’s Code Development process
begins with a full scientific review which is
used to draft the code that then undergoes
a public consultation process. In this way,
all Canadians have an opportunity to con-
tribute to the final code.  The NFACC
process is a standard that is internationally
recognized and applauded.

The program also recently completed an
inaugural comprehensive third-party audit.

NSF International’s report concluded that
“The national Animal Care Program has been
implemented effectively and maintained on
an on-going basis. Animal care measures
have been consistently applied.” NSF is an
internationally-recognized, third-party certifi-
cation body, accredited by the American
National Standards Institute to ISO 17065.

WG: How does this compare to programs
in other countries such as in the EU?

BISHOP-SPENCER:
There are numerous animal welfare pro-

grams in the EU, and the development of
the Canadian standard includes an interna-

tional review.
Each standard approaches

the measurement of animal
welfare in a slightly different
fashion, but with the same goal
of ensuring animal welfare. This
can result in different specific
requirements; for example, the
maximum allowable density
level is lower in Canada than it
is in the EU standard.

The credibility of the standard
development process is critical
to ensure quality standards are

being used. In Canada, the National Farm
Animal Care Council process fulfils this role.

WG: How are you communicating the
program to consumers and has there
been any feedback?

BISHOP-SPENCER:
Canadians are more conscious about

their food than ever, making it clear that
they want to know where their food comes
from and how it was raised. We want to
help you find out.

We’re bringing our Canadian chicken
farmers to the forefront with our “Raised
by a Canadian Farmer” branding program.

We know that sorting through all the stick-
ers and packaging claims can be confusing,
making it difficult for you to buy groceries
with confidence, but by asking for the Raised
by a Canadian Farmer  label you can be
assured that your chicken was raised right
here in Canada. Not only was it raised on a
Canadian farm, it was done so with high food
safety and animal care standards.

In fact, 100 per cent of our farmers are
certified on both the national on-farm food
safety program and each farmer is audited
annually to ensure compliance with our
animal care program as well. ●

Western Grocer recently had the opportunity to catch up with Lisa Bishop-Spencer, 
manager of communications at the Chicken Farmers of Canada,
to talk about their program for the humane treatment of chickens and why it is important to Canadians.

Lisa Bishop-Spencer

Six Facts You Should Know About How
Canadian Chickens Are Raised:
•    Over 90 per cent of Canada’s chicken farms are family-owned and operated.
•    Canada’s farmers are paid for each bird that is processed. Not only is it common 
      sense for farmers to take care of their birds, it is good economic sense as well.
•    There is a mandatory, robust, third-party-audited Animal Care Program that is 
      administered across all Canadian chicken farms.
•    In Canada, barns are cleaned out after every single flock and fresh bedding is laid 
      out prior to the arrival of new chicks.
•    The density of Canadian chicken production is lower than or consistent with 
      other countries.

The use of hormones and steroids in chicken production has been illegal since the
1960s. Bird health is better than it has ever been. Mortality and lameness concerns have
vastly improved over the last several decades, due to good management of flock health.  

Cake Mate provides a variety
of items including gels and
cake patterns that make can
help complete the cake’s look,
and make it picture worthy.
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Beyond 
Functionality

Canadian consumers are falling in
love with coconut.  Once thought of
as a tasty treat, shoppers have

become increasingly aware of coconut’s
health benefits and are actively looking
for products. “The Canadian coconut mar-
ket is going through an expansion,” says
Mary-Jane Ginsberg, vice-president, sales
and marketing Blue Monkey Tropical
Collection. “We are seeing growth in this
area, with continued innovation and
expansion of the product line, including
retailers and distributors doing their own
private label.” 
Coconut is a growing and sustainable

category that is here to stay. In 2010,
coconut water sales in North America were

approximately 50 million, shares Arthur
Gallego global director, corporate
communications, Vita Coco. This year
coconut water sales are predicted to be
just under 1.3 billion.  
“Coconuts have that healthy allure and

texture,” says Joel Gregoire, food and
drink senior analyst, Mintel.  “But the
real benefit is that it tastes good and
people can relate to it, it is this familiarity
with coconut that makes it that much
more appealing.”  Flavour and taste remain
the primary drivers for purchase decisions,
however the health benefits provide that
added value that consumers are wanting.  
According to Mintel’s Global New Product

Database, global launches of beverages
that included coconut water as a flavour
grew by 92 per cent between 2014 to
2016.  This includes pulse, nectars and
other beverages.  While a quarter of
Canadian adults, reported that someone
in their household (including themselves)
had drank coconut milk in the past three
months.  
In the world of coconut beverages, no

two are alike.  Retailers can respond to
consumers by providing options at a range
of price points and formats including fresh
pressed, raw, and from concentrate. “It’s
about a willingness to embrace and
promote the coconut foods category in a
way that allows consumers to decide which
products are right for them,” says Gallego.
In 2017, Vita Coco launched their Vita
Coco Coconutmilk expanding their offerings
to appeal to a growing base of consumers.  

Product innovation will help retain
freshness in this category while responding
to the shifting needs of the market.  There
is no question that consumers awareness
of the hydration and health benefits of
coconut, combined with its taste, has
driven its growth providing a platform
that was ripe for new product.  
With the volume of choices that are

available for retailers, strategic merchan-
dizing has never been more important.
Visibility in the store is key, which includes
displaying stand alone shelves in the
perimeters, and drinks in the front of
store. “For the Vita coco brand being
placed near fresh produce has been a
successful strategy to both increase sales
and educate consumers,” says Gallego. 
Creative techniques that demonstrate

the brand’s values will also help connect
with the consumer at multiple levels.  This
includes informative and enticing endcaps,
sharing the story of how the coconut
was sourced, encouraging product trials
and cross promotions.  Event participation,
including running events and consumer
focused conferences, is another way to
provide the consumer with a positive
experience of the product.  As product
innovation and consumer awareness
increases, the coconut category will
continue to grow. Savvy retailers will
benefit from this category, by providing
products in a variety of formats and price
points.  Coconut is no longer an ingredient
for the natural food and baking aisle, it
has become mainstream.  ●

COCONUT

By Anne-Marie Hardie

Vita Coco
notes that being
placed near
fresh produce
has helped the
brand increase
sales and 
educate 
consumers.

Naked
Coconut has
been providing
options for the
gluten free/soy
free consumer.

Blue Monkey 
Tropical Collection
has launched 
several new 
products including
their sparkling
coconut water 
and sparkling
juices series.

Product Showcase

Flavour Forward
Coconut Expands
throughout the
Retail Shelves
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Oil is a kitchen staple and while the
big players like canola and veg-
etable oil still take the prime posi-

tion, other offerings are gaining ground
due to health and taste demands by con-
sumers. Introducing new products to cus-
tomers may not be as difficult as per-
ceived as many savvy consumers are
beginning to ask for a more diverse offer-
ing when it comes to oils in their pantry.
Anthony Morello, president of Aurora

Importing and Distributing gives the lay-
of-the-land in edible oils. 
“Canola and vegetable oils are still the

big volume everyday usage items and are
the highest usage among the broadest

audience,” Morello says. “Blended olive
oils sold on price are also high volume
through promotional activities but we are
seeing more interest from consumers on
premium olive oils as they begin to
understand the importance of authenticity,
the differences in quality, taste and usage.”
The Canola Council of Canada notes that

half of all vegetable oil consumed in
Canada is canola oil. It is the number one
edible oil for Canadian consumers. 
Morello continues, stating corn and

sunflower oils are quite popular with Asian,
south-Asian and eastern-European cultures
while grapeseed oil is also gaining ground
with European and Asian consumers.

Of particular interest is the smaller, but
emerging market Morello points to in
specialty and/or organic oils like avocado,
coconut, walnut and others. It is these
currently fringe oils that retailers may
want to pay specific attention to when it
comes to capturing new and existing
consumers according to Bruno Benedet Jr,
president with BOSA Foods. 
“We’ve seen exponential growth in it,”

Benedet says of the line of nut oils BOSA
Foods carries. “The best-selling nut oil is
definitely walnut, avocado is second in the
line and sesame is third.” Nut and avocado
oils offered from BOSA Foods are sourced
from regions where the nuts are grown

OILS

By Ronda Payne

Taste Gains
Ground 
on Classic Standards 

NUT, OLIVE, AVOCADO AND OTHER OILS ARE TAKING SHELF SPACE 
FROM THE TRADITIONALLY FAVOURED COOKING OILS.
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oil, two options plus a private label are often enough and
should be complemented by a mid-tier option such as 100 per
cent Italian, and a premium option like Aurora’s Cutera Olive
oil from Sicily. Specialty options like organic and flavoured

can round out the offerings. 
“It’s a fantastic way for the conventional retailer

to differentiate themselves,” he notes. “We are seeing
more and more avocado oils in the market as well as
liquid coconut oils and nut oils. I think these are
great additions to help broaden variety and I really
like what I’ve seen in Europe with these fringe oils
in spray format.”
Olive oil nonetheless remains the top seller outside

of the vegetable segment.

“Olive oil is not just a generic product. It’s a product with a
great degree of complexity and like wine, you might like a California
wine or a New Zealand,” Benedet says. “We have a huge selection
of olive oil products, not only from Italy, but a number of other
types and styles. In our business olive oil is the king.” 
Morello says “There is a really great opportunity here for

retailers because understanding usages and consumer appeal can
really help to blend and balance promotional strategy while
appealing to a much broader audience. At the same time that can
lead to a more productive ad block in the flyer.”
He continues that retailers can help educate consumers by adding

“best for” usage messaging on shelves, in ad and even on bottle. 
Two oils to be aware of that are not quite ready for the mainstream

marketplace are camelina oil (from camelina sativa, also known as
false flax) which was featured on Dragon’s Den in 2012. It was also
noted as a 2015 top health trend by the Canadian Health Food
Association so may be familiar to some customers. The second oil to
watch is hemp oil, which, while expensive, can be cold-pressed and
features a variety of health benefits. 
Regardless of the power-position canola and vegetable oils hold on

the grocery shelves, it is time to include other options to meet the
changing palates of consumers for new and different oil choices.  ●
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and prevalent. They are then pressed in
France for the Anna’s Country Kitchen line.
According to the 2015 Soy 20/20 study

“Market View of Food Vegetable Oils and
Fats in Canada” Canadians consumed more
than one million metric tonnes of vegetable
oils, but the study looked only at vegetable
oils, not nut oils, which illustrates the
size of the market opportunity that other
oils are beginning to capture. 
“What is also gaining popularity in

Europe especially are natural oil spray
such as 100 per cent olive oil, grapeseed,
avocado, coconut and flavoured oils,”

Morello notes. “These spray containers are
not aerosol but rather pump sprays so
there are no additives, just pure oils. They
are great because you can control what
you use, season to your taste and also
control your intake.”
Oil sprays will be available through

Aurora Importing and Distributing under
the company’s Allessia label later in 2017.
While retailers may be tempted to only

offer the products customers have asked
for, Benedet feels offering a full line
broadens the impact of the alternative
oils on the market and grows interest. 
“I think it comes down to merchandising

and the way to present it,” he says. “What
we get is retailers that say, ‘okay, I’m going
to try this one, this one and this one
because I’ve had requests’. [However], even
a small number of facings of each product,
[while] having the whole line, gives the
consumer a better sense of what’s available.”
Morello sees merchandising similarly.

“I believe that retailers really need to
look at how they can maximize variety versus
duplication, triplication and in some cases
even quadruplication,” he says. “Adopting a
‘good-better-best-specialty’ assortment
strategy may be the optional solution.”
A good example is olive oil where too

many retailers “suffocate” the shelves.
Instead, for opening price point olive

Aurora’s Cutera Olive Oil is a premium option from Sicily.

Anna’s Country Kitchen Line from BOSA
Foods offer nut and avocado oils.

Olive oil nonetheless remains the top seller
outside of the vegetable segment.
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Improved consumer perception of
ready meals is why sales in the cate-
gory continue to increase, according

to a November 2016 Euromonitor study
entitled Ready Meals in Canada. That
brings total category sales to $5 billion.
The Euromonitor study states that Nestle

Canada Inc. remained the leading player
in the category, with 19 per cent value
share in 2016. The report attributes this
to the company’s strength in frozen ready
meals and pizza.
According to Euromonitor, the ready

meals category will grow at a CAGR of
one per cent to reach sales of $5.2 billion
by 2021. Convenience and improved quality
will help maintain the strong sales in this

category, with new product development
and an increased demand for ethnic
flavours helping to nurture new growth. 

Pizza please
According to Laura Jones, marketing

manager, Dr. Oetker Canada Ltd., frozen
pizza represents a significant opportunity
within the ready meals category.
“Today, 97 per cent of consumers eat

pizza,” she explains. “But only 66 per
cent of Canadians eat frozen pizza.”
Jones states that between 2014 and

2016, the percentage of monthly take-
out pizza buyers who also buy frozen
pizza on a monthly basis has decreased
from 71 per cent to 66 per cent.

“Innovation is key — and critical — in
the frozen pizza category in order to
compete against take-out and delivery,”
she states.
To better compete, Dr. Oetker has

introduced a new line of frozen pizza
snacks under the name Giuseppe Panini.
The premium offering launched with two
varieties (Bruschetta and Sumpremo). Two
new offerings are now available: Four Meat
and Five Cheese.

Emphasis on health
There is also one other factor that needs to

be taken into consideration in the ready meals
category. The Euromonitor report cautions
that demand for certain product types will

CONVENIENT MEALS

By Melanie Franner

Slow & 
Steady 
Wins the Race

Ready meal 
sales continue 
to rise
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In the confectionery market, change
has always been a constant. Today is
no different and confectioners have

once again risen to the challenge as con-
sumers seek healthier, more customized
products, new, smaller formats and
unusual flavour combinations such as
sweet and savoury chocolates, with often
intense flavours.
Trends focus around healthier options

and functionality and include dark
chocolate as an antioxidant, natural
ingredients, reduced sugar, fair trade,
kosher, Halal, gluten free, lactose free
and protein.
Chocolate has always been the

dominant segment within confectionery.
According to Euromonitor, chocolate
consumption is slowing due to price
increases and consumer concern over
sugar intake. Chocolate is expected to
record a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of one per cent in retail volume
terms and a value CAGR of three per

cent at constant 2016 prices, to reach
sales of 135,640 tonnes and $3.7 billion
respectively in 2021. The overall
economic outlook, along with continued
shifts in demographics and consumer
behaviour over the forecast period mean
that it is likely that the slowdown in
chocolate confectionery growth will
continue from 2016 to 2021.
The Euromonitor report says sugar

confectionery is projected to see a marginal
volume CAGR and a CAGR of two per cent
in value terms at constant 2016 prices, to
reach 36,380 tonnes and $710.6 million
in 2021. This is mainly due to the limiting
factors such as unfavourable demographic
changes (slow growing younger generation),
growing health-consciousness, and an
increasing desire to control sugar intake
among Canadians.
Gum, including bubble gum and chewing

gum, is set to register a one per cent
decline in current value terms and two
per cent in volume terms in 2016, to reach

15,040 tonnes and $489.4 million. 
Anthony Morello of Aurora Food

Importers says, “Consumers are beginning
to shift to a less is more philosophy
meaning they want to consume less, but
what they consume needs to satisfy their
cravings”. They are also in search of quality
chocolate with nostalgic value and a good
company story. Morello says Baci Chocolates
are made with with 100 per cent cocoa
butter, they are gluten free, Kosher, Halal
and fair trade delivering on all the things
consumers are looking for today. The
company also handles Torrone, Croccant
and Allessia Bon Boms Praline Chocolates
(new to the market) which target the
premium chocolate consumers. 
Founder of Awake Chocolates, Matt

Scharr sees functionality as a trend with
his company providing caffeinated
chocolate that “wakes you up”.  He markets
his product to university-aged millennials,
but says its products are consumed across
other demographics. 
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be limited by a healthy eating trend.
This trend to healthy eating is one

already noted by Mann Packing Co.
“The demand for convenient, ready-to-

eat vegetables has been on the rise for
some time,” states Jacob Shafer, senior
marketing & communications specialist,
Mann Packing. “Many industry predictions
show that more and more consumers will
carb-swap in favour of fresh vegetables in

2017. This is due, in part, to the growing
gluten-free movement.”
Innovative new products from Mann

Packing can be found in its line of Culinary
Cuts, which includes fresh, cut vegetables
that are distinctively shaped, washed,
ready to cook and versatile. They are all
natural, preservative free and gluten free.
Other new products include the Veggie

Slaw Blends’ Kale Beet Blend, as well as
Nourish Bowls. 
“Healthy, bowl-based meals are very

popular in foodservice so it’s natural to
bring a product like Nourish Bowls to retail,”
explains Shafer. “This new line is doing for

the cut-veg category what single-serve salad
bowls have done for the salad category.”

Lifestyle leanings
A June 2015 report from Mintel suggests

that Canadians still view frozen, ready-to-
eat meals as convenient options that aren’t
necessarily part of a healthy lifestyle. The
research company states that 71 per cent
of consumers keep frozen, ready-to-eat

meals on hand in case they need them,
despite ingredient concerns. But, only 24
per cent agree that they prefer them when
there are other options available. 
Some 67 per cent of Canadian adults

believe that these ready-to-eat meals
contain too much sodium and 63 per cent
agree that the meals are overly processed. 
“It seems that consumers are demons-

trating a demand for cleaner ingredients
and more ‘authentic’ meal options,” stated
the Mintel report, adding that the top
three traits on the consumers’ wish list
are: fewer preservatives and artificial
ingredients (44 per cent); ethnic-inspired
flavours (36 per cent); and fewer calories
(35 per cent).

Tips of the trade
Answering the call of consumers is one

way to boost sales in the ready meals
category. Good merchandising is another.
“Retailers can create healthy destination

categories in their stores, a place where
consumers can conveniently find fresh
vegetables, snacking trays and specialty
vegetables,” suggests Shafer. “Destination
categories help consumers find new and
innovative products. The addition of a healthy
snacking section in produce makes it easy for
consumers to try healthy snack alternatives.”
And, relocating or adding to the existing

pizza display may be another idea.
“Since frozen is one of the top impulse

categories, with 43 per cent of the sales
purchased on impulse, grocers should think
about merchandising frozen pizza at the
front of the store,” states Jones. “It makes
sense to position frozen pizza where it
can capture those consumers making the
short grocery trip. Bunkers at the front
of the store will drive impulse purchases
and incremental sales.”
Another pointer from Jones includes

using retail flyers to communicate frozen
pizza innovation, such as demonstrating
complete meal solutions with frozen pizza
for dinner, a beverage and dessert.

Making it work
Meeting the demands of today’s

consumers should always be top of mind
for grocers. But backing that up with
proper and innovative merchandising
techniques can help better sell a category
than just product alone. Whether it’s frozen
pizza or healthy vegetable options, ready
meals are great staples that should be
front and centre for the taking.●

CONFECTIONERY

By Lisa Bucher

Courtesy of Shutterstock 

READY MEALS ARE GREAT STAPLES FOR ANY CONSUMER.
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As for sugar confectionery, product reformulations are occurring
in response to today’s consumer concerns. Jelly Belly, for example,

has just launched its line of
Organic Jelly Beans in 10 assorted
flavours, and Organic Fruit
Flavoured Snacks. Organic Jelly
Beans in the 10-flavour assorted
mix come in Berry, Blueberry,
Cherry, Coconut, Lemon, Orange,
Peach, Pear, Red Apple and
Strawberry. Organic Fruit Flavour-
ed Snacks are available with a
mix of six favourite fruit flavours:
Strawberry, Berry, Lemon, Apple,
Orange and Cherry.  The line also
includes a rainforest animal design
packaged in boxes with six
individual serving size bags in

mixes ideal for lunch boxes, travel and individual snacking- all
features very much on trend today. 
All ingredients in these organic lines are certified organic, and

confections are made with non-GMO ingredients with flavours
and colours from natural
sources.  This is the first time
the company is offering an
organic line in Canada.
“Consumers are interested in

a wide variety of organic food
products,” said Rob Swaigen,
vice-president of global market-
ing. “The organic category has
steadily grown for the last
decade, and we are excited to meet this growing demand with
organic gourmet confections and snacks.”
Confectionery may be showing minimal growth at the moment,

but with new innovations tuned to consumer concerns the
category will soon return to a solid growth trajectory. ●

New innovations in confectionery are tuned to consumers
seeking healthier, more customized products. 

Awake Chocolate launched 
their Changemaker which
retails individual bites.

Hagensborg Chocolate launched
their fair trade and slave free
chocolate in May of this year.
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THE GOOD WAY

CONSUMERS KNOW  
AND TRUST US

•  USE ONLY THE 2 TOP 
GRADES OF ALMONDS:  
NONPAREIL AND CARMEL

•  100% DEDICATION  
TO ALMONDS

•  100% PEANUT FREE
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a snack that is portable, 
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Snacking is big in Canada with Nielsen estimating the
average Canadian consumer enjoys 12 different types of
snacks in a month. 

In fact, snacking has become a way of life for millennials,
who, according to Mintel, are more likely than any other
generation to snack four or more times a day.
Millennials are leading the charge for clean, organic, less-

processed, and fewer-ingredient product choices. 
“Mothers also want more whole foods and less processing in

the snacks they put in their kids’ lunch boxes,” says Jess Pirnak,
lead dietician for Choices Markets. “This ties in with the huge
demand for local, which in my opinion has become bigger even
than organic. People associate local with simplicity and quality.”
Dave Pullar, chief executive officer for Left Field Foods (whose

mission is “to help savvy snackers eat better and feel better”),
says the single biggest concern of his consumer base (which is
in the salty snack category) “Is all natural, by far, followed by
no artificial ingredients, and then non-GMO. In fact, the demand
growth for non-GMO is huge, eclipsing gluten-free — possibly
because people trust the designation as a further qualifier to
being closer to nature.”
But even though less processing and innovation is attractive

to consumers, Julie Bednarski, founder and president of The
Healthy Crunch Company (whose claim to fame is making kale
chips a popular alternative to potato crisps) notes that “if
something doesn’t taste good, it won’t be a success. And
considering so much of the snacking category is aimed at the
on-the-go crowd, the on-going challenge of food manufacturers
is to make delicious products.”
This was certainly the message at the recent Sweets & Snacks

Expo, held May 23-25 in Chicago, where mushroom chips,
champagne truffles and a curry cashew chocolate bar were among
new products debuting. Beans, whether black, navy, cannellini,
or pinto beans are a more common ingredient especially in tortilla-
like chips while quinoa, lentils, adzuki beans, chickpeas and pea
protein are also increasingly used as primary ingredients.

SALTY SNACKS

By Robin Brunet

Courtesy of Shutterstock 



S AVO RY  R I C E  S N AC K

• Certified Gluten 
Free

• Baked Crackers

• No Trans Fat

• No Preservatives

• No Artificial Flavors

• No Artificial Colors

• Cholesterol Free

CO L L AT I O N  D E  R I Z  SA L É E

Congratulations NEW AGE MARKETING on your 30th anniversary!
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healthy”. Market growth is also being fueled by product innovation.
“New flavours of peanut snacks are also increasing as are new
mixes of nuts and dried fruit.”
A case in point is Blue Diamond Almonds, distributed in Canada

by C.B. Powell. According to Chuck Corrigan, the iconic brand has
introduced line extensions that include “new 43-gram single serve
snack pouch packs with new flavours sriracha and blueberry.” The
Blue Diamond brand, he says, uses only top grade California almonds.
According to Mintel’s research, 95 per

cent of Canadians in their survey
purchase chips and/or nuts. Of those,
87 per cent purchased potato chips.
Three-quarters of consumers are also
buying either tortilla chips and/or nuts.
Potato chips are purchased two to three
times per week by 19 per cent of
consumers, while 13 per cent bought
nuts with the same frequency. 
The way people are eating snacks

today demands a different merchandising
approach than traditionally employed
with the snack category. More cross-
merchandising is needed to meet

millennials along the path to purchase. 
Grunenfelder says “Peanuts are important in

many ethnic cuisines, particular in Asian dishes.
Cross-merchandising peanuts to remind
consumers would be a good way to encourage
additional sales.  Peanut butter is also great as
a dip for fresh fruit or vegetables (apples,
celery, carrots or bananas are good examples);
cross-merchandising can remind consumers of
this simple healthy snack, which plays into
consumer perceptions of peanuts and peanut
butter as ‘better for you’ options.”
So, healthier snacks, more options and a

merchandising strategy that recognizes millennials
consumption patterns are all ways retailers can
propel the snack category forward.  ●
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According to the 2016 State of the
Snack Food Industry report, snack sales
in the U.S. soared in 2016, increasing an
average of 3.5 per cent across the top ten
selling categories. This spike is attributed
to the fact that more and more people are
using snacks as meal replacements,
especially in the morning.
This evolving preference for small

bites throughout the day is fuelling
growth in the broader snacking category,

estimated at $12.6B
in Canada. Traditional snack food sales,
according to Nielsen, is roughly $4.9 billion.
Salty snacks are the dominant segment
in Canada according to a recent Mintel
report. The report predicts Canada’s salty-
snack market will see steady growth in
coming years due, in part, to Canada’s
aging population and, with it, shifting
preferences to more health-oriented
consumption. 

Nielsen reports the average
Canadian enjoys 12 different
types of snacks in a 30-day
period, meaning retailers
have an opportunity to
connect with the con-
sumer at multiple points
throughout the day. This
is supported by Mintel
research which indicates mid-

day snacking as an always-
popular occasion. While chips

are a go-to salty snack for all
occasions, they remain strong as a mid-
day snack (37 per cent). Nuts are also a
main option for mid-day snacking (51 per
cent), as well as mid-morning (23 per cent).
The report says the nutritional content in
nuts is likely what’s driving consumers to
partake in these salty snacks mid-day, as
opposed to chips and other foods.
Stephanie Grunenfelder with the

American Peanut Association says “Peanut
sales have grown in Canada, expanding
by three-five per cent according to Nielsen
and internal APC data. People believe nuts
are healthy.  According to consumer
research conducted by the APC in early
2017, 85 per cent of Canadian consumers
believe peanuts and peanut butter are

More options and merchandising strategies can help retailers
propel the snack category forward. 

Blue Diamond has 
introduced single 
serve snack pouch 
packs with 
flavours 
including 
sriracha. 

Left Field Foods
notes that all
natural and no
artificial ingredi-
ents are the
biggest concern
for their con-
sumer base.

Healthy Crunch Company knows that if a snack doesn’t taste
good it won’t be a success.
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Alberta’s economy is most often associated with oil
and gas production and a boom-bust structure. How-
ever, Alberta has roots in agriculture that run deeper

than most drilling operations. The food industry in Alberta
is a growing concern that has local and national impact. 
The success of many industries in Alberta intersects with

oil industry performance as it ties to consumer behaviours.
Looking at retail food and beverage markets in Alberta,
data for the first quarter 2017 indicates a moderate decline
in sales of about four per cent from first quarter 2016. 
“We see a slight decline in retail sales in Alberta, but we

don’t think it is a major issue to worry about,” says Jeewani
Fernando, provincial consumer market analyst with Alberta
Agriculture and Forestry. “Food and beverage retail sales
were valued at $14.6 billion for 2016, which represents 19
per cent of the total retail sales in Alberta. Canada’s food
and beverage sales were $118.5 billion in sales nationally.”
Fernando indicates that much of this loss can be attributed

to the value of the Canadian dollar. “The low dollar has
increased costs for retailers and food prices for consumers,”
she adds.
Based on reported sales, although the overall market

showed negative growth over the year, the specialty retail
markets grew substantially. Those markets show a 22 per
cent growth, likely driven by consumer demand. Desire for
discounted retail, convenience and health and wellness
options continues to increase and is impacting traditional
retail structure. 

“Consumer demographics are changing. Generational
differences influence the consumer market,” notes Fernando.
“The ethnic diversity of the population also drives the
changes in the market.”
In terms of players in the retail market, Alberta is “stable

and competitive with both independent retailers and chains
operating province-wide,” according to Fernando. Discount
grocery channels represent about 36 per cent of sales which
aligns with consumer price sensitivity. Meeting that specific
demand buoys the retail food sector sales. 

Processing Progress
Alberta’s food industry is showing a lot of progress in the

processing sector.  Processors are lining up to invest in
facility development in Alberta for good reason.

ALBERTA FOOD REPORT

By Karen D. Crowdis

Courtesy of Shutterstock 



Customize your business loan with Agriculture Financial Services 
Corporation. Visit your local branch office to speak to a 

Lending Specialist about options available to you. 

www.AFSC.ca  •  1.877.899.AFSC (2372)  •         @AFSC_AB

Ready to brew up 
some business?

AFSC’s Value-Added and 
AgriBusiness Program (VAAP)

 is designed to help you startup 
or expand your business, acquire 

land or equipment, provide you 
with working capital, and other 

business needs.
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“Some of the changes across Alberta’s
economy have reduced the pressure on
the processing sector,” indicates Kelly
Rich, executive director, Investment
Attractions and Strategy with Agriculture
Financial Services Corporation (AFSC).
“Access to capital, for example has
increased. Projects, both large and mid-
size, are coming to fruition. Some of these
changes were identified as meeting
anticipated future needs.”
Marilynn Boehm, president of  Alberta

Food Processor’s Association agrees. “We
have a waiting list of processors looking
to come to Alberta. Right now Alberta is

the third largest processing market in
Canada behind Ontario and Quebec.”
“In Alberta, the total food and beverage

manufacturing sales in 2015 were about
$13.3 billion, up about 8.7 per cent from
2014,” adds Fernando. “The main reason
was strong sales of meat products with
strong beef prices.” 
The food processing sector has

opportunity for growth because Alberta
is a leader in Agri-Business research, has
well-developed transportation hubs and
can support all levels of business from
niche through multinational corporations. 
Boehm notes, “it is about competitiveness.

Our processors must be very efficient in
operations to stay competitive in light of
increasing taxes, like carbon taxes, and
changes to food handling regulations and
labelling requirements.” 

“There is a real upsurge in opportunity
in food processing. It is the largest
sustainable, value-added sector in Alberta,
outside of oil and gas. It is extremely
important to the economy.” says Rich. 
Meats, snack and specialty foods are

driving the growth opportunities. 
“It is important to know that about 50

per cent of our processing business is
made up of meat production,” adds Boehm. 

Noorudin & Anis Jiwani, Aliya’s Foods Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta. AFSC has helped Aliya’s Foods Ltd
find unique financial solutions to establish and grow their business.

Retail Food Sales Growth Rate 2010 to 2016 - Alberta
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“Small to medium-sized towns have the
labour pools to fill the work.”
“There were 512 food processors province-

wide in June 2016. It is significant to
note that there was a doubling of locations
of ‘other’ food processing businesses
category, which largely includes snack

foods and ingredients,” says Fernando. 
“Processors are expanding product lines

and are responding to consumer needs
and preferences. Partially prepared foods
are a boon and industry is ready to provide
that,” says Boehm. 
Alberta has a long history as a net

exporter of food products. Markets and
relationships are already established, so
industry growth will not stall waiting for
destinations for products. 
Fernando recognizes another area of

opportunity for the food industry. “We
mostly export the commodities and import

the consumer-oriented products. We have
an opportunity to replace those imports,
although it is complex.”
The food industry in Alberta has

significant economic impact. With deep
roots in agriculture and ranching, it is
fitting that the retail and processing food
sectors are buoying the economy with
growth despite diminished oil prices. Indeed,
the Alberta Advantage is home grown.●

Arla Foods Inc. was the most awarded company at this year’s Canadian Grand Prix Award Gala. Arla Foods picked up an impressive total of
four awards, three being for its Castello Decorated Cream Cheese Spread.

Retail Council of Canada’s Canadian Grand Prix Awards (CGP), now in its 24th year, is a rigorous, annual competition of the best new grocery
products.  Becoming a Canadian Grand Prix winner is often a game changer because of the direct and extensive exposure to key retailers,
their buyers as well as consumers these new products receive. 

Joining Arla Foods in the winners’ circle were two other Special Award recipients, Bridor for its Au Pain Doré Origine Pastries, which won
both the coveted All Canadian trophy as well as the Bakery Fresh (par-baked) award, and Riviera for its Rivera GMO-Free Set-Style Yogourt
which won the well-earned Consumer Acceptance award.

Other multiple-category winners this year included: Federated Cooperatives Limited (Confectionery & Shelf Stable Dessert, Desserts (fresh, refriger-
ated or frozen)), Metro Brands, G.P. (Shelf Stable Prepared Foods & Entrees, Snack (Savoury)) and Sobeys Inc. (Condiments & Sauces, Snack (Sweet)).

(L-R) Sandra Meagher (Director, Sustainability Strategy and Planning), Marilynn Boehm (President),
Ed DeGroot (Director, Workplace Health, Safety & COR Certification Programs), Melody Pashko
(General Manager), Ted Flitton (Director, Sustainability and Communications)

ALBERTA FOOD AND BEVERAGE RETAIL SALES BY INDUSTRY (BILLION DOLLARS)

Rich also indicates his company has
seen an increase in funding inquiries for
specialized processors. Importantly, it isn’t
just major centres in the spotlight.  
“Anyone looking to invest in Alberta is

considering our province based on
resources, inputs and labour,” Rich says.

Food 
BAKERY FRESH (PAR- BAKED) 
BRIDOR INC.  
Au Pain Doré Origine Pastries

BEVERAGES
A. LASSONDE INC. 
Oasis Active

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES
MAX + MARCUS GOURMET PRODUCTS INC. 
Max + Marcus Dijon Mustard

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF 
STABLE DESSERTS
THEOBROMA CHOCOLAT BY VIGNEAULT 
CHOCOLATIER LTÉE
Organic Chocolate 80g packaging ‘’resealable’’

DAIRY
MILK YOGURT, CHEESE & SPREADABLES
ARLA FOODS INC.
Arla Lactose Free Creamy Cheese Spread

DELI MEATS AND CHEESES
ARLA FOODS INC.
Castello Decorated Cream Cheese Spread

DESSERTS 
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)
FONTAINE SANTÉ
Organic Sorbet

FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED PREPARED
FOODS & ENTREES
SOUPESOUP
Soupesoup

MEAT, EGG, & SEAFOOD
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)
MITO SUSHI INC.
Maki2GO

SNACK (SAVOURY)
CALBEE NORTH AMERICA
Calbee - Whole Cuts

SNACK (SWEET)
PATIENCE FRUIT & CO BY FRUIT D’OR
Artisan Blend/Mélange artisanal 

Non-Food 

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
CARLTON CARDS LTD.
Twirly Treasures

HEALTH CARE 
- OVER THE COUNTER
INQPHARM NORTH AMERICA, LLC
bmiSmart™ I-REMOVE™

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
SUN PRODUCTS CANADA
Sunlight 4 in 1 Powercore Pacs

PAPER, PLASTIC & FOIL
KRUGER PRODUCTS L.P 
SpongeTowels® Ultra Strong Minis

PERSONAL CARE
GEBR, WEYERSBERG INC.- KING’S CROWN
King’s Crown Ultimate Beard Box 

Private Label - Food

BAKERY FRESH
SAVE-ON-FOODS
Western Family Wraps

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES
SOBEYS INC.
Sensations by Compliments Spirited Mickie

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF 
STABLE DESSERTS
FEDERATED COOPERATIVES LIMITED
Co-op Gold  Buttercrunch Toffee Chocolate

DESSERTS
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)
FEDERATED COOPERATIVES LIMITED
Co-op Gold Sorbetto

FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED 
PREPARED FOODS & ENTREES
COSTCO WHOLESALE
Kirkland Signature Pepperoni Pizza Hand 
Stretched Crust 4 Pack

MEAT, EGG, & SEAFOOD
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)
WALMART CANADA
Your Fresh Market-Kansas City Style BBQ

SHELF STABLE PREPARED 
FOODS & ENTREES
METRO BRANDS, G.P..
Irresistibles Organics Whole Grain Quinoa

SNACK (SAVOURY)
METRO BRANDS, G.P.
Irresistibles Vegetable Chips

SNACK (SWEET)
SOBEYS INC.
Compliments Super Squeeze Real Fruit 
Purée and Vegetable Juice Snack

Private Label 
- Non-Food

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
CANADIAN TIRE CORPORATION
FRANK + Full Circle Program (14 Products, 
3 Refills) Kitchen Compost Collector & 
Dust Whisperer Microfiber Duster

PET NEEDS
PETSMART
Only Natural Pet Food

Special Awards 

ALL CANADIAN 
BRIDOR INC. 
Au Pain Doré Origine Pastries

OVERALL CONSUMER VALUE
RIVIERA
Riviera GMO-Free Set-Style Yogourt

INNOVATION AND 
ORIGINALITY
ARLA FOODS INC. 
Castello Decorated Cream Cheese Spread

INNOVATIVE PACKAGING
ARLA FOODS INC.
Castello Decorated Cream Cheese Spread

About the Canadian Grand Prix New Product Awards
Now in its 24th year, the Canadian Grand Prix New Products Awards is an annual program that celebrates new products in food, non-food and
private label categories.  The program provides a unique opportunity for entrants to showcase new products to a jury of industry experts and
to be recognized by their peers. The program is open to manufacturers, suppliers and distributors.  To be eligible, a product must have been
introduced to the market between January 1 and December 31, 2016.  Products are judged on presentation and packaging, product attributes,
innovation and originality and, overall value to the consumer.
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in thebag

New from Aurora 

Tutto Calabria – Calabrian Chili Sauce
Made with chili peppers, cultivated on the
Calabrian Hills, this authentic chili sauce is
all natural and ready to be served, adding
the perfect blend of heat and taste. 

Allessia Grilled Vegetables in Oil
Made in Peru, this premium Kosher 
certified Allessia Grilled Vegetables in 
Oil are the perfect pairing for spring/
summer dishes.

Tomarchio Cans
Cool down this summer with Tomarchio
soda cans. Made with volcanic water from
Mount Etna in Sicily, this product of Italy
has no preservatives and is made with all
natural flavourings! 

BeeMaid Raw Honey

Bee Maid Honey Limited has introduced BeeMaid
Raw Honey.   “BeeMaid Raw Honey is unpasteurized
honey with a consistent creamy texture that con-
sumers love,” says Shannon Bowden, brand manag-
er.  Sourced completely from the over 300 beekeep-
ers that own Bee Maid, care and consideration was
taken to ensure a raw product with a taste and tex-
ture that consumers would enjoy.  Also, the packag-
ing creates a raw, natural appearance with its unsat-

urated colours and textures along with distressed fonts.    

To learn more, contact Bee Honey at honey@beemaid.com

Ocean’s and Gold Seal MSC 
Certified Products: Sustainable,
Traceable and Wild

Ocean’s and Gold Seal only source its wild
Sockeye Salmon from Alaskan fisheries that
are independently certified to the globally rec-
ognized MSC standard for sustainable, well-

managed fisheries. The coveted blue MSC label
provides consumers with assurance that from
ocean to plate, the product is traceable back to a
certified sustainable source. Since 2012, the Mal-
dives pole-and-line skipjack fishery has been inde-

pendently certified to the globally recog-
nized MSC standard for sustainable, well-
managed fisheries. Now you can offer your
consumers healthy and sustainable seafood
choices. Ocean’s Pole & Line tuna uses a
simple and eco-friendly method of tuna

fishing, using a hook attached to a pole. It is rated by many conserva-
tion groups as the most sustainable method of tuna fishing, as it
reduces “by catch” of other marine life including sea turtles and sharks.

Email: talktous@oceanbrands.com or visit www.oceanbrands.com. 

Piller’s New Meat Snacks Address
Consumer Demand for
Shelf-Stable, Convenient,
Protein-Rich Snacks

Piller’s Fine Foods has launched Salami
Whips in response to growing consumer
demand for shelf-stable meat snacks.  Crafted
according to authentic European recipes, Piller’s
Salami Whips are semi-dry cured, naturally wood-
smoked meat sticks available in 100-gram re-seal-
able and 15-gram single-serve packages, making
them a perfect solution for lunchboxes, light
meals, and snacking on-the-go.  They are avail-
able in three flavours: Mild (traditional German salami with notes of
black pepper and exotic spices), Spicy (traditional Central European
salami with robust onion, garlic and habanero notes), and
Kabanosy (traditional Polish salami with garlic and paprika). 

Sahara Delights

From the depths of the Sahara
Desert come the tastiest natural
treasures from Rivale International.
Artisan Olive Oil, fresh Deglet Nour
Dates and an exquisite array of date
based products which include: date
vinegar, date paste, date spread, date sugar, date seed
coffee, and date palm syrup. These all natural Algerian
made products are versatile and nutritious, boasting a
variety of health benefits and produced by artisans
whose methods have been unchanged for centuries. 

Contact Rivale International at info@rivaleinternational.com 

Rao’s Homemade Is Introducing
New Promotional Vehicles 
For 2017! 

The new Pallet Display is
adorned with mouth-watering
images and holds up to 144
680 ml jars of Rao’s Home-
made sauce – equivalent to 12
cases. The new 370 ml Pizza
Sauce and 458 ml Marinara
Sauce shippers are display
ready, decorated with Rao’s
Homemade’s tastiest dishes.
Each shipper holds 36 units
of sauce.  Rao’s Homemade
sauces do not contain added
sugar, tomato paste, water,
starches, fillers, or colours. 

Distributed in Western Canada by 
Terra Foods  www.terrafoods.ca

Level Ground Introduces New 
Tea Pyramids

Level Ground Trading
has introduced new 
Chai and Lemongrass
tea pyramids. 

These two SKUs complement
their existing lineup of organi-
cally grown pyramid and loose-leaf teas. 

NEW Cavendish Farms FlavourCrisp
Oven Chips!

Delicious, crispy and served warm
right out of your oven.  Whether it’s
game night or a last minute get-
together — the latest innovation from
Cavendish Farms will change the way
you snack or add some excitement as
a side dish! Packed with flavour and a crinkle cut
crunch, these oven chips are perfect for topping or dipping; a
true innovation for the category, coming to the freezer section
this August!  Available in Tuscan Herb and Spicy BBQ flavours.  

For more information, contact your Cavendish Farms Sales 
Representative or call us at 1-800-561-7945.

Bruscotto Leoncini

Bosa is introducing the “Bruscotto” a new
ham of exceptional merits. From the Leoncini
family, it is prepared using choice fresh pork
hams spread with a rich bouquet of fragrant
Mediterranean herbs: sage, tomato, thyme,
rosemary, black pepper, garlic. It tastes like
the typical Italian Bruschetta and so the
name Bruscotto was given to this unique
product. The leg mass and organoleptic qual-
ities remain intact during processing: long, light churning, low
concentrate of brine and then slow steam cooking assure Leoncini
Bruscotto its harmonious aroma, an exceptionally soft slice, and an
unmistakable shade of pink. GMO free, and gluten, soya protein, plas-
matic proteins, starches and potato flour — all natural.

Blue Top 
Creamy Hot Sauce

The New Condiment!   

Blue Top Creamy Hot Sauces are
non-GMO, Vegetarian, no MSG,
gluten free, no HFCS, BPA free and
cage free eggs.   You can use it on
everything from tacos, chicken,
beef, pork, shrimp, veggies, pizza,
gyros, curries, soup or salads, etc. 

Available through Star Marketing.

Develop Great Tasting and Healthy
Breads with Softgrain 

Puratos has introduced a full range
of Softgrain solutions in response to
consumers need for tasty and healthy
breads. Softgrain is a blend of grains and
seeds infused with flavour from natural
fermentation to provide you with a
unique range of ready-to-use solutions
for your multigrain breads.   The Softgrain range is available in
Canada with the following three items: Softgrain Multigrain; Softgrain
Sweet 5 grain; and Softgrain Rye CL.

Snakmandoo, a Canada-first Frozen
Snack Brand Hits the Market

Snakmandoo, a Canada-first
frozen snack brand hits the
market. Bellisio Foods is going
after snack-obsessed millenni-
als with its new, Canada-first
snack brand, Snakmandoo.
Available in four ethnic-inspired
flavours – Butter Chicken, General Tao, Viet-
namese Style, and Tandoori Lime – Snakman-
doo is a quick and easy, crispy bakeable snack that
is perfect for any snacking and meal occasion, be it solo or social.



the path to 
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south building
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retail excellence.
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when you register using code E17M58*

*This code is valid for on-line registration until September 1, 2017
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You’ve completed a category review or category assessment, ulti-
mately identifying your biggest areas of opportunity to help you
achieve your target goals and objectives in the category.  So now what?

The tendency is to jump from the category assessment and opportunity
identification to fixing the tactics and finalizing the category plan.  This
approach can lead to failure of the entire category plan.  Incorporating
strategies and a strategically developed scorecard provides a bridge
between opportunity identification and implementation.  Both retailers
and manufacturers need category strategies and scorecards tied in with
their business to help them better plan and measure success to achieve
their overall goals.

Overview of Category Strategies and Scorecards
Assigning category strategies is often a step that is not understood or

completely skipped in category management.  Lack of category strate-
gies results in a lack of direction for the category – and you can’t possibly
choose the right tactics to create action in the category without well
defined strategies.  Following are a few examples of specific category
strategies (remember that they should be derived from the biggest
opportunities identified in your category assessment): 

Sample Category Strategies:

1. Increase Loyalty on Private Label Brand: It was 
uncovered in the assessment that shoppers were switching
between Private Label and the National Value Brand.

2. Increase $ Spent by Premium Shopper: The assessment
highlighted an underdevelopment in this highly loyal shopper
group.  The strategy is to load shoppers through encouraging mul-
tiple items per trip and trading them up to the premium segment.

3. Increase Loyalty of Pet Owners: Shoppers of pet 
products at the retailer are leaking $ at a high rate relative 
to similar categories.  The opportunity is to improve loyalty 
of pet owners through improved assortment offerings and
emphasis on more premium products.

Strategies can also match up with the more traditional strategies you
may used to from CatMan 101, like increase store traffic (or traffic builder)
through aggressive promotions, display and price.

Once you’ve assigned strategies, you can create a scorecard that moni-
tors your progress toward accomplishing your strategic objectives.  At its
highest level, think of a scorecard as a strategic planning document that
links activities to the category strategies.  It monitors progress – to ensure
that you’re going to accomplish the strategic objectives in the category
plan.  It should include regular views of the business that includes key per-
formance indicators (KPIs) and measures how your organization is doing
against pre-defined goals or targets. Your category scorecard is NOT the
same as corporate monthly reports that measure overall business results.

What to Include in the Category Scorecard
The metrics included in your scorecard should be determined based on

the opportunities identified in your category assessment and the strate-
gies you’ve identified.  According to CatMan 2.0™ (Category Manage-
ment Association), there are different types of metrics that create a bal-
anced scorecard, including:

1.  Leading (or future-oriented) or Lagging (looking backward)

2. Attudinal (how people feel) or Behavioral (what people do) – these 
give the important Shopper perspective that we tend to forget

3.  Input (measure assets) vs Output (desired results)

Those are just some of the examples of metrics – once again the intent
is to balance your scorecard with different perspectives and metrics
based on what you’re trying to accomplish as overall goals.  You need to
ensure that you have ongoing access to the data sources that provide
specific metrics that you have identified.  If you don’t have access to the
data on a regular and ongoing basis, or if you have to go through rigor-
ous and possibly questionable approaches to attain a metric, it may not
make sense to put it in your scorecard.

Following are a few examples of assessment insights and correspond-
ing strategies and scorecard metrics:

Now You Can Tie In With the Tactics
Once you’ve established your category strategies and balanced score-

card, it’s easy to determine the tactics that will work best for the catego-
ry.  The tactics need to drive the strategies developed to help achieve the
overall goals for the category.  If I want to increase share in a rapidly
growing segment, it may be through increased shelf space or display
space in retail stores.  If I want to increase loyalty on Private Label, it may
be through multiple buy pricing or launching a larger pack size.

You should now have a better understanding of why it’s important to
have strategies and scorecards for your categories, and how to develop
them.  This is the part of category work that requires some critical think-
ing to help you make the connection between what’s happening in the
category, where the opportunities are, and successful implementation in
the stores that will ultimately help you achieve your goals.  Start by
assigning strategies to your categories, determining the most important
metrics to reflect these strategies, and developing a scorecard that will
measure where you are vs where you need to be.  

Developing Category   
Strategies & Scorecards

Sue Nicholls is the founder of “Category Management Knowledge Group”, an online, accredited category management training company.  She can be reached at sue@cmkg.org.

By Sue Nicholls




